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PREFACE

The study of non-crystalline materials is one
of the active areas of 'research in solidi state physics
in recent years. One of the main reasons for this is the
technological importance of these materials. These mater
ials are also important from the point of view of funda
mental physics. The potentials of these *materials for
technological application is yet to be completely explored
for which a thorough understanding of their properties
is essential.

Our aim has been to investigate systematically
the optical and thermal properties of selected semiconduct
ing chalcogenide glasses using one of the modern analytical
tools viz. the photoacoustic technique. We have concentra
ted our investigations on AIVBVI and AVBVI type binary
chalcogenides where AIV is a group IV element such as. V . VI .Ge cur S1, A 1S a group V element such as As and B lS
a chalcogen atom such as Se or Te. The results of the
systematic investigations carried out on the optical absop—
tion and thermal transport properties and their composition
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. IV VI
and temperature dependences in ea few selected Ax Bl_x and
AXBYIX glasses, in tine glass forming range, are presented
in this thesis.

The thesis its presented ix: eight chapters. The
first chapter is bifurcated into two parts, part—A being
devoted to a review of the status of amorphous semiconductor
research and part-B to a review of photoacoustic and photo
acoustic spectroscopy cnf condensed nmtter. Chemical bond
approach, band models and states in the gap of amorphous
semiconductors are outlined and discussed in part AH The
classification and preparation methods of different types
of amorphous semiconductors are briefly reviewed. A bmief

discussion on the structural, electrical, optical and ther
mal properties cflf these materials its also included. The
principle of the photoacoustic effect, its use as an analy
tical tool and its various applications are presented in
part-B. Necessary theory of the photoacoustic effect,
with particular reference to signal generation from conden
sed matter, is briefly outlined.

Chapter 2 is devoted to the description of instru
mentation and the experimental set up used in the work.
A brief description cflf the different modules namely, the
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Xenon lamp, monochromator, light beam chopper and lock
in amplifier of the spectrometer set up by us is given.
Design considerations and calibration of the room tempera
ture and the high temperature PA cells used in the experi
ments are discussed in detail in this chapter.

Chapter 3 deals with the optical absorption stud. IV VI . . .
ies on Ax Bl_x binary glassy systems using photoacoustic
technique. Photoacoustic spectra, recorded by plotting
the normalized photoacoustic signal as a function of inci
dent wavelength, are reported for Ge Te , Si Te andx 1-x x l-x
GexSel_x glasses. The features of the PA spectra are dis
cussed in detail. The variation of the optical energy
gap, determined from the photoacoustic spectra, with the
composition parameter x is presented and discussed for
all these systems.

Another system of glass whose optical absorption

characteristics has been investigated is the AsxSel_x
system which belongs to the AXBYIX family of chalcogenide
glasses. In chapter 4 the photoacoustic spectra of these
samples are presented and the results are discussed. An
explanation for the variation of the optical energy gap
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with composition is given on time basis of the chemical
bonding between atoms in the network.

The details of the thermal diffusivity measure

ments on GexTel_x, SixTel_x, GexSel_X, As:Sel_x and AsXTel_x
glasses are presented in chapter 5. The necessary theory
for thermal diffusivity measurements also has been outlined.
Thermal diffusivity has been determined by studying the
variation of the photoacoustic signal amplitude and phase
with chopping frequency using samples of appropriate thick
ness. The variation of thermal diffusivity with composition
is presented for all the five groups of samples. The results
give evidence for the existence c¢' critical composition
at which the average coordination number m = 2.4 in all
these systems.

In chapter 6 a theoretical explanation for the
existence of the critical composition in chalcogenide
glasses, as evidenced by the results on thermal diffusivity
measurements presented in chapter 5 is given on the basis
of constraints theory and the idea of rigidity percolation
in random networks.
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The results of the optical absorption and thermal

conduction studies on AsxSel_x and GexSel_x glasses at
high temperatures are presented in chapter 7. It is demon
strated that it is possible to determine the transition
temperature by measuring the variation of the photoacoustic
signal amplitude and phase with temperature. The variation
of glass transition temperature with composition for both
the systems are discussed. Details of the determination
of the temperature dependen¢e<of optical absorption, optical
energy gap and thermal diffusivity are presented in this
chapter. The features of the temperature dependent varia
tion of these properties are discussed in detail.

Chapter 8 incorporates the summary and conclusions
of the work presented in earlier chapters.

Most of the results presented in this thesis
have been published/accepted for publication/communicated
in the form of the following papers:

1. Optical absorption and thermal diffusivity in GexTelOO_x
glasses by the photoacoustic technique.

Philos.Mag.B §§ 123 (1988).
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Photoacoustic investigation of the optical absorption

and thermal diffusivity in SixTelOO_x glasses.
J.Non-Cryst.Solids (in press).

Optical energy gap and thermal diffusivity of Ge—Se
semiconducting glasses.

Phys.Stat.Solidi (a) (:'rn—p-res-s). 108 775

Percolation threshold cflf thermal conduction Jhi AiVBYEx
chalcogenide semiconducting glasses.

Phys.Rev.B QQ 4127 (1988).

An evidence for threshold percolation of rigidity in
IV VI

Ax Bl_x glassy networks.
Indian J.Phys. (in press).

Thermal diffusivity cflf AsxTe1_x glasses measured using
photoacoustic technique.

J.Mater.Sci.Lett. (in press).

Composition dependence of the energy gap and thermal
diffusivity in bulk As-Se glasses.
J.Mater.Sci. (communicated).
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8. Thermal transport near" glass transiticnm in bulk; As-Se
glasses.

Phys.Rev.B (in press).

9. Thermal diffusion near glass transition in Ge-Se glasses
measured by photoacoustics.
Pramana (communicated).

In addition, the following papers also have been
published during the course of this work:

1. Photoacoustic measurements; of the "thermal conductivity
of some bulk polymer samples.

J.Appl.Phys. Q2 1162 (1987).

2. A sensitive electret microphone for the detection of
photoacoustic signals.

J.Acoust.Soc.India lg 125 (1986).
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

PART—A

AMORPHOUS SEMICONDUCTOR RESEARCH — AN INTRODUCTION

1.1 OPENING REMARKS

Even though glasses hawe a long history of over
ten -thousand ‘years "very' littlee had been known about the
physics of amorphous materials until recently. During
the last Ildl decades interest in both fundamental and
applied aspects of amorphous materials has grown rapidly
because of several new applications of these materials
like electrophotographic copying, memory and switching
elements, energy conversion devices such as solar cells
etc. Research ix: the fascinating area <xf amorphous semi
conductors started gaining momentum in 1950's with the
discovery by Kolomiets that chalcogenide glasses behave
like intrinsic semiconductors and that their electrical
conductivity cannot be increased by adding dopants [J].
Spear's report [2] cnm the drift mobility nmasurements in
amorphous selenium in 1957 and Tauc's studies [3] on amor
phous germanium in 1960's were important developments in

l
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this ,area. Ovshinsky's paper [EH on the switching and
memory effects in chalcogenide glasses was a turning point
which attracted several scientists to the field of amorphous
materials. The important discoveries made cnl the optical
memory effects, imaging, photodoping, reversible photo
structural changes etc. suggested possibilities for new
applications for non-crystalline semiconductors. Also
the developments in the field of amorphous silicon which
started in 1960's [5,6] promised its applications as cheap,
efficient and large area photovoltaic and photothermal
devices. The discovery by Spear and Lecomber [7], that
the electronic properties of afSi and a—Ge could be control
led by substitutional doping was another milestone. This
led to the fabrication of thin film a-Si p-n junctions,
thin film transistors and photovoltaic devices [8-10].
All. these developments resulted :h1 making the field of
amorphous semiconductors a frontier area of research.

Remarkable progress in our understanding of the
physics of crystalline solids has been made during the
past 50 to 60 years. This was achieved mostly by the appli
cation of the principles of quantum mechanics to explain
microscopic phenomena in solids and subsequently by the
development of band theory which turned out to be very
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successful in explaining most of the properties of crystal
line materials. This was possible because of the mathemati
cal simplification resulting from the periodicity of the
lattice [ll,l2]. On the other hand proper theoretical
understanding of disordered systems was largely undeveloped

mainly because of the mathematical complexity in dealing
with non-periodic systems. An important theoretical study
on this subject was presented by Anderson [13]. In inter
preting the transport properties of amorphous semiconductors
the concept of Anderson localization has often played a
key role. According to PUJ1 if we think of the center of
the band of states produced by a simple Hamiltonian, dis
order in the network can localize the eigen states. Above
a critical strength cflf disorder all states are localized.
The goal of several of the theoretical formulations deve
loped later was directed towards locating the critical
strength of disorder for Anderson transition. Several
analytical and numerical work have been reported in this
context [14-20]. Scaling theories and the ideas of locali
zation and percolation has been exploited by several authors
to solve problems associated with disordered systems [21
23], Pioneering work done by Mott on the various theoreti
cal aspects of the problem [24] made significant contri
butions to our understanding of the amorphous state.
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1.2 CHEMICAL APPROACH

Solid state theory developed on the basis of
crystal symmetry and long-range order led us to think that
periodicity is vital to understand the electronic propert
ies of materials. But the existence of several materials
in the amorphous form with same order of electrical and
optical characteristics as crystalline materials projects
the importance of short-range order and the chemistry of
the constituent atoms [25]. The chemical approach makes
use of tight binding approximations [26] and it emphasises
the importance- of short-range order. It has been very
successful in explaining the semiconducting property of
amorphous materials and in characterising various kinds
of disorder describing the structural properties.

Earlier“ it was believed that energy gap is a
consequence of the long-range periodicity in crystals.
After the experimental observation of semiconducting pro
perty in amorphous materials the existence of bands and
band gaps were established in materials having only short
range order on the basis of chemical bond formation. Combi
nations of atoms form stable molecules provided the energy
of molecular combination is lower than that of the combined

atoms. In molecules held together by covalent bonds the
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outer electrons of two adjacent atoms become spread out
over both of them. Whenever any two atoms are close enough
for their outer electrons to interact, the energies of
their states get shifted by the interaction. This gives
rise to bonding states with reduced energy and an equal
number of antibonding states with increased energy. States
that are unshifted in energy are called nonbonding states.
Since the separation in energy between s and p states is
usually of the same order of magnitude as the bonding energy
it is possible to promote one of the paired s electrons
to a p state and then to form two covalent bonds. This
can be done very conveniently in group IV elements in which
the configuration sp3 gives maximum possible number of
s—p bonds, namely four. In group V elements it is no longer
energetically favourable to promote one of the s electrons,
because there are already three unpaired p electrons with
out the promotion and therefore rm) additional bonds can
form. The s electrons remain paired and only three p bonds
are possible. The group VI elements ordinarily have a
p lone pair in addition to the s lone pair, so that the
lowest energy configuration involves only two p bonds.

I

When a solid is formed these bonding, antibonding and non
bonding states form bands with a separation in energy.
This; is illustrated JU1 Fig.l.l for silicon and selenium.
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In Si the conduction band originates from antibonding levels

and valence band from bonding levels with a band gap E0
between them. In Se, in addition to the bonding and anti
bonding bands, nonbonding band which originates from lone
pair p electrons is also present. This nonbonding band
constitutes the valence band while Ch; conduction band
is constituted by antibonding band.

1.3 ENERGY BAND MODELS

Making use cflf the long-range periodicity, band
theory of solids effectively explains the main features
of crystalline semiconductors such as the existence of
conduction band and valence band with sharp edges in density
of states and well defined forbidden gapu The concept
of the density of states can also be applied to amorphous
solids where the long-range order is destroyed. The first
step ix: generalizing time theory of crystalline semi
conductors» to amorphous ones was ‘taken tn: Mott [24,27].
Based on Anderson theory, Mott argued that the spatial
fluctuations in the potential caused by the configura
tional disorder in amorphous materials may lead to the
formation of localized states which do run: occupy all the
different energies in the band, knn: form a tail above and
below the normal band. These states are called localized
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in the sense that an electron placed in a region will not
diffuse at zero temperature to cmher regions with corres
ponding potential fluctuations. Mott further suggested
that there is a particular density of electronic states
above which the states in amorphous solid become extended.
This leads \.-O the existence of critical energies in each
band where there is ea sharp jump in mobility, from negli
gible values to finite ones, takes place. These critical
energies are called the mobility edges and play the same
role in amorphous solids tfiun: band edges play ima crystal
line solids. The energy difference between mobility edges
of the valence band and those of the conduction band
is the mobility gap.

Cohen-Fritzsche-Ovshinsky (CFO) model [28] for
band structure imm amorphous semiconductors ‘was anm exten

sion of Mott's model and is based on four principles.
(l) Amorphous materials have band tails whose exact nature
depends on the extent of the deviations from perfect perio
dicity. (2) There are sharp mobility edges separating
localized and extended states in each band. (3) The local
ized band tails overlap in the mobility gap resulting in
a finite density of states at the Fermi level. (4) Since
amorphous solids do not have the rigid constraints of a
crystalline structure, each atom ordinarily can be expected
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to fulfill its proper valence requirements locally: thus
eliminating any sharp structure in the density of localized
states in the gap. The CFO model was specifically proposed
for multicomponent chalcogenide glasses used Jhw switching
devices. A consequence of band overlapping is that there
are states in the .alence band, ordinarily filled, that
have higher energies than states lfl the conduction band
that are ordinarily unfilled. A redistribution of the
electrons takesplace, forming filled states in the conduct
ion band tail which are negatively charged and empty states
in valence band which are positively charged. This model
therefore ensures self compensation, and pins the Fermi
level close to the middle of the gap: a feature required
to explain the electrical properties of these materials.
The high transparency of the amorphous chalcogenides below
a well defined absorption edge suggests that the extent
of tailing in chalcogenides may not be as large as described
by CFO model.

The model due to Davis and Mott [29] proposes
rather narrow tails of localized states which extent a
few tenths of an eV into the forbidden gap. Furthermore
they proposed the existence of a band of compensated levels
near the middle of the gap, originating from defects in
the random network such as dangling bonds, vacancies etc.
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The interval between the energies EC and Ev, which separates
the ranges where the states are localized and extended,
acts as a pseudogap and is defined as the mobility gap.
The center of the band may be split into donor and acceptor
band, which will also pin the Fermi level. Recent experi
mental evidences from luminescence, pho-oconductivity' and
drift mobility measurements establish the existence of
localized gap states located at well defined energy levels
in the gap.

Schematic diagrams of the density of electronic
states in amorphous semiconductors based on CFO model,
Davis-Mott model and modified Davis—Mott model are shown

in Fig.l.2.

1.4 CLASSIFICATION OF AMORPHOUS SEMICONDUCTORS

Amorphous semiconductors can be divided into
two subfields as tetrahedrally coordinated silicon like
materials and chalcogenide glasses. The distinction between
these two ¢1,-asses can be well accounted for on the basis
of chemical considerations. The four-fold coordination
in Si leads to symmetrical bonding and the formation of
rigid structures. In this case a continuous random net
work with tetrahedral bonds can be constructed with negli
gible density deficit and very little possibility for local



reorganisation of atoms. On the other hand two fold co
ordination in Se is very asymmetrical and the structure
gives rise to greater degree of flexibility. A major
distinction comes from the fact that in Se, but not in
Si, the uppermost valence band is formed from nonbonding
lone pair p electrons. It is very important when we consi
der the defect chemistry and various properties that differ
entiate it from Si like materials.

Some of the distinctive properties from which
we can determine to which class a material belongs are
presence of paramagnetic centers, photoinduced ESR, lumi
nescence, variable range hopping conduction etc. The
Si-type materials have large density of dangling bonds.
The density of paramagnetic centers is normally found to
be between 1019 and 1020 cm-3. Contrary to this the density
of paramagnetic centers is negligible in Se and chalcogenide
glasses. However in these materials it is possible to
create paramagnetic centers by illuminating with radiation
of energy close to that of the band gap, while no such
photoinduced effect is found in Si-type materials. Follow

ing excitation with radiation in the wavelength range
identical to that giving rise to photoinduced EISR, lumi
nescence occurs in Se type materials with a large stokes
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shift which suggest strong electron—phonon coupling. Si
type materials do not show such effects with the exception
of a—Si:H. At low temperatures Si-type materials show
variable range hopping conduction with ea T_% dependence
amongst localized states an: the Fermi level. But in the
case (ME Se and chalcogenides the conductivity is tempera
ture activated in an Arrhenius manner with an energy close
to one half the optical band gap. Apart from the extreme
classes of Si-type and Se—type materials we can think of
an intermediate class consisting of arsenic and III-V semi
conductors having properties characteristic of two extremes.

1.5 PREPARATION OF AMORPHOUS SEMICONDUCTORS

Amorphous solids are usually prepared by two
different methods viz. vapour condensation technique and
melt quenching technique. Vapour condensation technique
gives rise to thin films while bulk glasses, having a well
defined glass transition temperature, are prepared by melt
quenching technique.

Out of the two classes of materials described,
Se and chalcogenides can be prepared in the form of bulk
glasses by melt quenching technique. They can also be
prepared 1H1 the- thin film form; but ea direct comparison
of the properties of thin films and bulk glasses may not
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be POSSib1@- Stable glasses (eg.As2Se,%) may undergo a seconds

Qfdef phase transition at the glass transition temperature

Tg which marks the onset of softening of the network and
is accompanied by an increase in heat capacity and thermal
expansion coefficient. Less stable glasses may cum heating
undergo phase separation and crystallization. In order
to prepare such glasses rather fast quenching rate is needed

to avoid crystallization as in the case of As2Te3. There
fore quenching rate is an important parameter in the pre
paration of glasses by supercooling the liquid [30].

The Si—type materials cannot often be prepared
in the glassy form by melt quenching. These materials
are usually prepared in the thin film form by deposition
on a substrate [31]. Several techniques such as vacuum
evaporation, sputtering, electrolytic deposition, glow
discharge deposition, chemical vapour deposition etc. are
employed for preparing the material in the thin film form.

The reason why some of the materials can only
be prepared in the thin film form whereas others can be
prepared in the form of bulk glasses as well can be expla
ined by considering the nature of chemical bonds. This
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difference has its origin in the mismatch between constra
ints and the number of degrees of freedom in three dimen
sions and in the flexibility required to accommodate the
mismatch. The flexibility of covalent bond angles is
largest for the two-fold coordinated Se-type materials
and least for the tetrahedrally coordinated Si—type mater
ials. The reason for this is the greater variety of
admixture from other atomic orbitals to the covalent bond
when the coordination number is less than the number of

valence electrons. In SiO2 glasses the oxygen atoms bridg
ing the Si tetrahedra provide the essential flexibility
which is needed to form a random covalent network without
much strain. Covalent random network of a—Si without the

flexing bridges of group VI elements is highly over
constrained and no longer forms glass. Therefore based
on chemical considerations and average coordination number
m a classification of non—crystalline solids can be made
as shown in Fig.l.3. According to this, glasses are restri
cted to 3 > m Z 2. Materials with higher connectivity
viz., 4 Zm ; 3 are overconstrained amorphous while those
with m<2 are under crosslinked amorphous. The average
coordination m = 4 separates non—crystalline metals from
semiconductors or insulators.
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1.6 DEFECTS AND STATES IN THE GAP

In amorphous semiconductors the potential fluct
uations due to disorder associated with the bond length,
bond angle, dihedral angle etc. result in the tailing of
the valence band and cmmduction band. Also, the experi
mental results obtained from structural, electrical and
optical properties give evidence for the existence of den
sity of states in the mobility gap. These states are asso
ciated with various kinds of defects which are different
in nature for tetrahedrally coordinated semiconductors
and chalcogenides.

Early models for gap states were developed to
explain the experimentally observed features such as the
insensitivity tn) doping, pinning of time Fermi level near
midgap, general similarity of the overall distribution
of the density of states in the valence band and conduct
ion band to that of the crystalline phase etc. The CFO
model and Davis-Mott model met with success to a large
extent in explaining the gap states as evidenced by the
experimental results obtained from drift mobility, field
effect, photoconductivity, luminescence etc. Another model
due to Phillips [32] suggests that the structure of an
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amorphous material might relax energetically so as to cause
the expulsion of states from the gap. According to him
the bonding states associated with long or short bonds
or with defects lower their energy towards the valence
band while antibonding states of these configurations are
pushed up into the conduction band. Anderson put forward
a model [33] zhi which gap> is essentially free of one
electron states, but a pseudogap containing a continuum
of two-electron states exists. Here time strong coupling
between electrons and phonons leads to a negative term
in the energy which compensates for the Colomb repulsive
force between electrons at the same site.

Amorphous Si and related alloys possess large
defect concentrations. Strains introduced during deposition
give rise to structural features such as cracks and micro
viods as vmfll. as local imperfections like distorted bonds
and defect centres. Apart from bond angle and bond length
deviations, coordination variations can also be present.
Such defects include three-fold coordinated Si atom called

dangling bond and two fold coordinated Si atom [34]. By
introducing hydrogen into a-Si film, it is possible to
reduce the density of dangling bond states.
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Since amorphous chalcogens and chalcogenide alloys
are not ordinarily overconstrained we can expect that these
materials are devoid of considerable amount of strain rela

ted defects. Ehn; many experimental evidences related to
optical and electrical properties suggest the existence
of well defined defects in chalcogenides [35]. Elaborate
studies have been done by Street and his coworkers [36,37]
on the nature cflf defects in chalcogenides. They made use
of Anderson's concept of effective negative correlation

energy Ueff [33] to sepcific defects to explain the defect
structure <n5 chalcogenides. These authors considered two
dangling bonds at the ends of the Se chain. when they
each contain a single electron, tin; defects; are neutral
and can be designated as LP. The reaction 2D°-—91u+ + D_,

representing the creation of tum) charged defects If’ and
D’ by the transfer of an electron from one chain end to
the other, is exothermic with necessary lowering in energy
arising from local lattice distortions. The positive cor
relation energy associated with tfiue two electrons at D
in the absence of cmmfigurational changes become negative

Ueff. after lattice relaxation [38]. The coordination of
Se atoms at If‘ is three, and at I) it is one wmereas at
a normally bonded Se atom it is two.
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A chemical bond description of the defects in chal
cogens has been given by Kastner et al [39,40]. They desig

nated the charged states of the defect as CI and CB where
C stands for chalcogenide and the subscript indicate the atomic

coordination. The neutral center is labelled Cg because an
extra electron placed on Cg is shared equally between the
three bonds of the atom which therefore remains three—fold

coordinated and the normal bonding configuration is repre

sented by Cg. Other possible defect states are Cg and Ca).
The structures and energies of these bonding configurations
has been given by Kastner et al [39,40]. In their notation
the reaction which creates tripply coordinated and singly
coordinated charged defects can be represented as

2C; -—-9 CE + Cg. These charged defects CE and C; are also
called valence alternation pair (VAP) and their creation
starting from a fully bonded network in which all atoms are

in the Cg configuration can be described by 2C;——>Cg + CI.
The energy to create VAP may be reduced, if they form close
to each other because of Coulomb energy of attraction. Such
bond pairs are called intimate valence alternation pairs (IVAP)

The formation of VAP for a-Se and a-As2Se3 are shown in

Fig.l.4. The lowest energy defect in a—As2Se3 or
a—As Te is a C+ - P— pair where P stands for2 3 3 2
pnictogen and this defect is a valence alternation
pair. The reason for the low creation energy of VAP‘s
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is that the total number of bonds is the same as when both

atoms are in their ground state configurations. The VAP's
are spinless defects since both centers are optimally co
ordinated for their particular electronic configurations.

Several experimental techniques have been deve
loped in the past to study the tail states and gap states.
These include the conventional optical absorption and ele
ctrical conduction measurements. Optical absorption methods

bring out the gross features of the density of states
because- it always yield the product of the initial and
the final state density of states. Different experimental
techniques are requirad to measure absorption coefficient
which span ea very' wide range. Recent advances include
the use cflf photoconductivity [41] tx> measure absorption
coefficient in the band tail region and the development
of the technique~ of photothermal deflection spectroscopy
[42] to detamfine absorpttni coefficient even in regions
of localized-to-localized excitations. A completely differ
ent technique for determining density of states in the
band tail region is the transient spectroscopy [43]. Here
excess carriers are excited by a pulse of light and the
responses such as photoconductivity, optical absorption,
luminescence etc. are measured as a function of time. More

detailed information about the distribution in energy' of
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defect states deep in the gap is obtained from a variety
of techniques such as field effect measurements [44], deep
level transient spectroscopy [45], tunneling spectroscopy
[46], isothermal capacitance transient spectroscopy [47],
capacitance-voltage measurements [48], transient voltage
spectroscopy [49], spa:e—charge limited-current experiments
[50], thermally stimulated current measurements [51] etc.

1.7 STRUCTURAL, ELECTRICAL, OPTICAL AND THERMAL PROPERTIES

1.7a Structural properties

The structure of amorphous semiconductors is
developed by the repetition of one or more basic molecular
units; in a way "that cannot be identified topologically
with znqr known crystalline structure or vdifim any infinite
periodic array. But the atomic cmder vdthin ea molecular
unit might be similar within small bond angle distortions
in both crystalline and amorphous phases. This reveals
the importance of short range order in describing structural
behaviour of a non—periodic network. There have been many

discussions on the types of structural models that can
be used to describe amorphous solids [52]. The main point
in describing the structure- is the specification of the
short range order and the topological rules which determine
it. Given time short range orderq with "three~ parameters
viz., the number of bonds Z, the bond length a and the
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bond angle 9 having well-determined values in a narrow
range, it is possible to construct a model for the structure
which does not have any long range crystalline periodicity.
Such models aux? called random networks. Zachariasen [53]

was the first to model an amorphous solid by a random net
work. of atoms with near-perfect short range orderq with
particular reference to oxide glasses. Mott [54] utilized
this type of snructural models based on continuous random
networks to explain dark d.c. conductivity in chalcogenide
glasses.

The random network model that applies txa tetra
hedrally bonded amorphous semiconductors have been constru

cted by Polk [55]- Models for a network of three-fold co
ordinated atoms have been constructed by Greaves and Davis
[56] and for a network of two-fold coordinated atoms by
Long et al [57]. Locally the network topology is three
dimensional for a random network of four-fold coordinated
atoms while for three-fold and two-fold coordinations the

local topolgies are respectively two and cnna dimensional.
It should kn; mentioned that discrete rmolecular species,
arising out of the lower coordination which allows deviation
from a completely interconnected network have been identi

fied 1M1 amorphous Se ans Sea ring molecules, imm amorphous

As as As4 pyramidal molecules and in S rich As-S and
Ge-S glasses as S8 ring molecules. Some of the experimental
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results suggests that the structure of the sntdchiometric
melt quenched network. glasses is not all that random.
The presence of a very sharp first peak in the diffraction

spectra observed in GeSe2 and As2Se3 type glasses suggests
medium range order of the scale 15-3OA° [58]. (M1 the basis

of the results from Raman [59] and Mossbauer [60] experi
ments, new structural models based on the formation of
molecular clusters have been proposed for these systems
[61,62].

The experimental methods used to determine the
structure fall under four major categories namely diffract
ion method [63], vibrational spectroscopy [64], photo
emission spectroscopy [65] and hyperfine interactions
[66,67]. The diffraction technique mainly depends on
X-ray diffraction experiments. In the radial distribution
function, obtained tnr a Fourier inversion cflf the angular
dependence of scattered radiation, amorphous semiconductors
give evidence for short range order. Extended X—ray absorp

titwx fine structure (EXAFS) is EH1 important technique for
structural studies which can determine the local atomic
arrangement about each type of atoms separately [68].
Vibrational spectra, obtained by infrared absorption or
reflection and Raman scattering, are very useful for struct
ural studies. Information about time ring statistics of
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network can be obtained from X-ray and UV photoemission
techniques. The local bonding chemistry which is very
important ixm the structural investigations, can tn; studied
by' hyperfine interaction lnethods. These includer nuclear
quadrupole resonance, nuclear" magnetic resonance,
Mossbauer effect enxn Structural changes ixm an amorphous
solid as a function of temperature can be detected by
differential thermal analysis [69].

7.lb Electrical properties

The presence of localized states at the band
edges and in the energy gap play an important role in
determining the electrical transport properties of amor
phous semiconductors. The vanishing of conductivity as
temperature T‘-—§() for states with density cflf states n(E)
at energy E3 serves as ea definitfimi for localized states.
All eigen functions of the one electron Schrodinger equation
decays exponentially in space outside regions in which
the eigenfunctions are localized. The disorder can be
introduced by the addition of a random potential energy,
which is ea measure» of disorder, to the potential wells
corresponding to crystalline lattice. This results in
the random variations in the sign of the electron wave
function c+/ from well tx> well. when the strength of the
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disorder is very large time wavefunction for each isolated
well would fall off exponentially with distance. Anderson
[13] found that localization of states is brought in with
no diffusion of electrons at absolute zero temperature
if strength of disorder is greater than a critical value
that depends upon the coordination number.

Pioneering work on Anderson localization and
on the transport properties of amorphous semiconductors
have been done by Mott [54,27,7O]. According to him condu
ctivity can have finite value for values of energy E in
the middle of the band, but may be zero towards its extri
mities if the density of states drops there. Here a criti
cal energy Ec separates the two regions as illustrated
in Fig.l.5 for a <density of states resulting from the
Anderson potential, where energies EC and EL separate
localized and non-localized states. For values of E slight

ly less than EC the wavefunction on any well will have
random signs and amplitudes but its envelope fall of expo

nentially as E -9 Eky The states with energy less than
EC are thus localized. If states are localized an electron
can move only by hopping from one state to another, ex
changing energy vdifim a phonon :h1 the process. For values

of E3 slightly' greater“ than EC tine wavefunctions (N1 each
well is random but the wavefunctions extend through the
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lattice. Therefore there will be a discontinuous change

in d.c. conductivity at EC when T --9 O and the activation
energy for hopping W ——> O as shown in Fig.l.6. The minimum

metallic conductivity when E just exceeds BC is given by

q-E) = 0-067$; where a is the atomic separation. The energy EC
of this kind exists in the conduction band of amorphous

semiconductors and corresponding energy EV for the valence
band, as has been explained by the band models [28,29].

One of the interesting properties of amorphous
semiconductors is the variable range hopping conduction
occurring at sufficiently low temperature where the log
arithm of conductivity varies as T—%. This is a consequence
of hopping conduction which involves more distant centers.
when current is carried by charge carriers excited into
the conduction band and valence band, the localized and
non—localized states in the bands contribute to the condu
ctivity. The conductivity due to carriers excited into
the extended states of the conduction band can be written
as . (1.1)

O_._ 1 G-0 exp[:(EC—E3F)/]\T]

whereq-B is minimum metallic conductivity. For EQEJC condu
ction will be by phonon assisted hopping. The mobility
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decreases by a factor A/103 as the energy E goes through

the value EC for conduction band or Ev for valence band.
This drop in mobility is called the mobility shoulder [24].
Hopping conduction also occurs as a result of carriers
hopping between localiz d states near the Fermi energy.

A.C. conductivity also shows difference in beha
viour depending (Ml whether the conductivity is kn! carriers
hi the extended states cnr by hopping imm localized states.
when carriers are excited across the mobility edges into
the extended states, the cbnductivity does run; depend on
frequency in the electrical range of frequencies. The
a.c. conductivity' due tx> carriers excited into localized
states [71] at the band edge of valence band or conduct
ion band and that near the Fermi level are by phonon assist
ed hopping and it varies approximately as hJO'8. The Hall
coefficient and thermopower also exhibit features of the
density cflf states JU1 amorphous semiconductors [72]. In
most of the chalcogenides the Hall coefficient is negative
in contrast to the thermopower which shows a positive sign.
Another important transport property of highly disordered
solids is the dispersive transport [30,73] observed in
transient photoconductivity experiments.
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l.7c Optical properties

The fundamental optical spectra of crystals,
both vibrational and electronic, are characterized by sharp
structural features. This is ea consequence cflf long range
periodicity' of crystalline lattices. In amorphous» semi
conductors the sharp structural features of corresponding
crystalline state disappear while there- is a similarity
M1 the broad features cnf the spectra. Many crystals are
optically anisotropic and display polarization dependent
spectra whereas amorphous solids are cmmically isotropic.
However, macroscopic inhomogenity results in small varia
tions ix: the refractive index JU1 these» materials. The
existence of a transition window' between the electronic
and vibrational transitions, with very low absorption level
makes the glasses suitable for optical fibres. The minimum

of the absorption constant in SiO2 can be as low as
10-6 cm_l in the range of 0.7 to 1.1 Fm in very pure
glasses. Since the non-oxide chalcogenide glasses are
composed of heavier atoms than oxide glasses, the vibration
frequencies are smifted further into the infrared region.
At the same time the absorption edge shifts towards smaller
energies so that transparency range is deeper in the infra
red.
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Infrared znui Raman spectroscopy, associated with

strong absorption process due tx> vibrational excitations,
are being effectively used for the study of amorphous mater
ials. In amorphous materials, since the l< vector conser
vation imn photon-phonon interactions is ru> longer valid,
all phonons can take part in first order interactions with
light. Thus the entire phonon density of states appear
in the infrared and Raman spectra which results in broad
band instead of line spectrum as in crystalline solids.

Electronic transitions between the valence and
conduction bands in the crystal starts at the absorption
edge which corresponds to the minimum energy difference
between the lowest minimum of the cxmduction band and the

highest maximum of the valence bond. In amorphous materials

the absorption edge nmy tn; shifted either towards higher
energies cnr towards lower energies. D1 fully coordinated
systems the short range order is responsible for establish
ing the band uddths, which explains the similarity of the
optical band gaps of amorphous and crystalline phases.
The features of density of states are determined by [74]
topological disorder, ring statistics <of the> network and
the nature of molecular units. The potential fluctuations
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due to disorder lead to strong electron scattering and
a short coherence length for the wavefunctions. The momen
tum selection rule breaks down in optical transitions when
the coherence length is of the order of lattice spacing
and the uncertainty in the wave vector becomes of the order
of the wave vector itself. But the probability of optical
transitions between filled and empty tail states is limited
by disorder induced localization of electron states near
the band edges. Transitions are allowed therefore to the
extent that there is a spatial overlap of the localized
wavefunctions whereas the transitions between localized
and delocalized states beyond the mobility edges are strong—
ly allowed.

The absorption edge imm amorphous semiconductors

can generally be separated into three regions [75] with

absorption coefficient p) 104 cm_l, l cm‘-14F 4 104 cm_l
and F;Q l cm-1. The first two regions are created by tran
sitions within a fully coordinated system perturbed by
defects while the third region arises from transition
involving the defect states directly. Ihi the high absor
ption region the absorption is governed by a power law
of the type

P = Const. x (hv-EIO)p (1.2)
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For most cflf the amorphous semiconductors p == 2 where the

band edges are both parabolic. Exception to this quadratic
frequency dependence has been observed in a-Se and in some
multicomponent glasses. On the basis of the above relation

an empirical definition of the optical energy gap E0 can
be made. In a crystal, photon of energy hv can induce
a transition from a filled state of energy E to an empty
state of energy (E + hi) ) only if the wave vector is con
served. Thus, among all pairs of electronic states sepa
rated by energy hi) , only very few contribute to optical
absorption. Since in amorphous semiconductors the selection
rule is relaxed, all pairs of extended states with energy
difference 11v can contribute txn optical. absorption. A

plot of p;5'Vs. ht’ yields a straight line and the extra
1

polated hv at which pf --> O gives the value of optical
energy gap E0.

In the intermediate range of absorption coeffi

cient there is an exponential tail in ‘B associated with
the intrinsic disorder. This behaviour is observed in
all amorphous semiconductors but the precise origin of
this is still being debated. It has been suggested that
the origin of the phenomenon is disorder induced potential
fluctuations [76,77]. Tauc [75] considered the origin
of the potential fluctuations as deriving from longitudinal
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optical phonons frozen in at the glass transition tempera
ture. Strong electron-phonon interaction has also been
suggested as ea possible reason for emponential absorption
[78]. In tetrahedrally coordinated materials, the defects
called voids formed as a result of the strain release mecha
nism, provide a pmssible explanation for absorption tails
and for the origin of the potential fluctuations that induce
the exponential absorption. In chalcogenide glasses
defects due to coordination variation explains several
optical properties. In the weak absorption region the
strength and the shape of the absorption tail are found
to depend cnm the preparation, purity anui thermal history
of the material [79].

Amorphous semiconductors, absorb strongly above
the fundamental absorption edge. The measurement of refle
ctivity and subsequent Kramers-Kronig analysis give inform
ation about the optical properties in this high photon
energy region. In crystallinee materials it. gives sharp
features related to the structure in the density of states
of both valence and conduction bands. The sharp structure
is lost in amorphous semiconductors again due to the relax
ation in k conservation. The overall shape of the band
is similar for crystals and glasses because the short range
order is more or less same. The double peak feature obser
ved in tflne ultraviolet spectra <of chalcogenides, tun; not
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in tetrahedrally coordinated materials, is attributed to
the nonbonding—bonding division within the valence band
density of states in these materials.

l.7d Thermal properties

The phonon mean free path of highly disordered
and non—crystalline solids is considerably shorter than
that :h1 crystals and correspondingly thermal conductivity
is less. The measurements of thermal, acoustic and diele
ctric properties of disordered solids below 50 K show a
number of unusual features which have no counterparts in
crystals [80]. In low temperature region the thermal condu
ctivity decreases slowly with decreasing temperature.
Near 2510 K the thermal conductivity is only weakly tempera

ture dependent, thus showing a ‘plateau’ region. At still
lower temperatures the thermal conductivity decreases
roughly as ff2 for' amorphous solids. Recently' Alexander
et al [81] have attempted to explain the variations in
thermal conductivity with temperature using phOnOn_fraétOn
anharmonic interaction model.

The elastic and dielectric behaviour of amorphous
solids at lxna temperatures also differ considerably from
that of crystalline solids. For example, the acoustic
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and dielectric absorption is strongly enhanced compared
to crystals and large absorption peak is found around liquid
nitrogen temperature in many glasses. Below liquid helium
temperature a number of anomalous effects were observed
which can kn; attributed tx> low energy excitations closely
related to the amorphous state. These excitations are
not only responsible for the anomalously high specific
heat but also determine the elastic anui dielectric pro
perties.

PART—B

PHOTOACOUSTIC SPECTROSCOPY OF SOLIDS

1.8 INTRODUCTION

Optical spectroscopy, which is based on the inter
action of radiation with matter, is one of the most effect
ive means employed to study the physical properties of
matter. Almost all the conventional optical spectroscopic
methods are either transmission type, which involves the
measurement of the intensity of radiation transmitted
through the medium, or reflection type which involves the
measurement of the intensity of radiation scattered or
reflected from the material. Optical spectroscopy has
been very successful in the case of a variety of materials.
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At the same time there are situations in which it often
fails to give good results. Such situations arise when
we try to make measurements on weakly absorbing materials,

highly light scattering materials such as powders, amorphous
solids, gels, smears and suspensions, optically opaque
materials etc. Several techniques such as diffuse reflect
ance [82], attenuated total reflection and internal reflect
ion spectroscopy [83], Raman scattering [84] etc. have
been in use in such situations. But the application of
these techniques are limited to a relatively small category
of materials and wavelength ranges and the data obtained
are often difficult to interpret. Recently the photo
acoustic spectroscopy (PAS) has developed into a powerful
analytical tool which is devoid of these limitations.
This becomes possible because in this technique the inter
action of radiation with the medium is studied through
the direct measure of the energy absorbed by the material
and not through the detection and analysis; of outcoming
photons.

The photoacoustic (PA) effect which is the under
lying principle of PAS was discovered by Alexander Graham
Bell in 1880 [85,86]. The PA effect has developed as a
technique to study infrared light absorption in gases,
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to evaluate concentrations of gaseous species in gas mixt
ures and to study deexcitation and energy transfer proce
sses in gases during the 1930's and 4O's [87-92]. Even
though the PA effect was used for gas analysis and in infra
red spectroscopy for many decades, the full potential of
the effect has not been explored until recently. The recent
developments owe mainly to the pioneering work by Rosencwaig

and co-workers [93-96] which has resulted in great uprise
in interest in PA effect. Equipped with powerful light
sources such as lasers and high power lamps and sophisti
cated signal detection, processing and data acquisition
systems, the PA techniques has of late entered various
branches of science and technology as a powerful analytical
technique.

1.9 THE PHOTOACOUSTIC EFFECT

Bell [85,86] was of the view that PA effect was
due to the periodic expulsion of air from time pores of
the sample caused by periodic heating and cooling produced
when the sample is illuminated with an intensity modulated
light beam. However in time case of membrane or disc type
solid samples rm? agreed vdifim Rayleigh's idea [97] that
the primary source of the acoustic signal was the mechanical
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vibration of the discu ,Another explanation put forward
was that IUX signal is (hue to vibrating movement produced
in the gaseous layer adhering to the solid surface due
to alternate heating and cooling. The present understand
ing based cnm experimental and theoretical considerations
suggests that Jhm a gas-microphone IUX systmn, the primary
source of acoustic signal from a non-gaseous sample arises
from the periodic heat flow from the sample to the surround
ing gas as the sample is cyclically heated by the incident
radiation. In the PA method first we illuminate the sample
contained in an enclosed cell, which also contains a micro
phone to detect the signal, with a chopped light beam.
The absorption of the incident photons by the sample excites
its internal energy levels. Upon subsequent deexcitation,
all or gxnfi; of the absorbed photon energy is transformed
intc> heat energy through nonradiativee deexcitation proce
sses. In a gas this heat energy appears as kinetic energy
of tine gas molecules whereas in ea solid or liquid, it
appears as vibrational energy of ions or atoms. The perio
dic heat thus produced causes pressure fluctuations in
a gas medium surrounding the sample which is detected by
a sensitive microphone. Ihi this way PAS is a combination
of calorimetry and cmmical spectroscopy. It is also
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possible tx> use piezoelectric detectors in IHX studies of
liquids and solids. Here the detector placed in intimate
contact with the sample detects the pressure or stress
variations in the sample itself produced by heating.

Being a photocalorimetric technique PA effect
has got wide ranging applications in determining the pro
perties related to optical and thermal characteristics
of all forms of matter. Since this technique does not
involve detection of photons it can be effectively used
with equal success for the study of weakly absorbing samples
as well as highly light scattering and optically opaque
materials. This unique capability of the PA technique
resulting from the fact that only the absorbed light contri
butes to acoustic signal is one of the important advantages
of this technique over other spectroscopic techniques.
Also since the sample itself constitutes the radiation
detector, ru> photoelectronic device its necessary anui thus
studies over a wide range of wavelengths are possible with
out the need to change the detection system.

1.10 THEORY OF PHOTOACOUSTIC EFFECT IN SOLIDS

As has already been pointed out, several theore
tical explanations have been put forward for explaining
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the PA effect in the 19th century itself. But satisfactory
quantitative theories began to evolve only recently. First
among them was the theory by Parker which appeared in 1973

[98]. He developed a theory to give a quantitative expla
nation for the PA signal emanating from cell windows while
performing PA experiments on gases. Later a more general
theory of the PA effect in solid samples was put forward
by Rosencwahg and Gersho [95,99]. Rosencwaig-Gersho (RG)
theory predicts that the PA signal depends both on the
generation of an acoustic pressure disturbance at the
sample—gas interface and cum the transport cnf this distur
bance through time gas tx> the microphone. The generation
of the surface pressure disturbance depends in turn on
the periodic temperature at the sample—gas interface.
RG theory gives an exact equation for the magnitude and
phase of the PA signal as a function of the optical, thermal
and geometrical properties of the sample, the cell and
the gas within the cell. Since this theory was found to
be very successful in interpreting most of the experimental
results, ii; is briefly outlined belowu Moreover, um; have
used the RG theory extensively for interpreting our experi
mental findings.
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RG theory is a one dimensional analysis of the
production of PA signal, based on equations for thermal
diffusion in the sample, the backing material and surround
ing gas, in ea cylindrical cell as shown in F1g.l.7. The
PA cell has a diameter D and length L. It is assumed that
the length L is small compared to the wavelength of the
acoustic signal and the microphone detects the average
pressure produced in the cell. The sample, considered
to be in the form of a disc having diameter D and thickness

Kbufa‘

is mounted on a poor thermal conductor of thickness

b The length of the gas column in the cell is pg. It
is assumed that the gas and backing material do not absorb
radiation.

The following physical parameters of the sample,
backing and gas enter in the theoretical considerations.

k, the thermal conductivity (cal/cm—sec—OC)

Q, the density (g/cm3)

c, the specific heat (cal/g—OC)

d, = gi-, thermal diffusivity (cm2/sec.)

O

1/ ._
a = (%%%)2 the thermal diffusion coefficient (cm 1)

P-= 7% , the thermal diffusion length (cm).
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The suffixes s, to and 9; refer to tin; sample,-backing and
gas respectively.

The intensity cflf the sinusoidally chopped mono
chromatic light vdifim wavelength ‘K incident CW1 the sample
can be written as

I = -%1O(1 + cos wt) (1.3)
where IO is the incident light flux (W/cm2) and (A is the
chopping frequency in radians/sec. The density' of heat
produced at any point x due to light absorbed at this point
in the solid is given by

H = i-I Qpxll + coscut) (l 4)2 oP '
where P is the optical absorption coefficient of the solid
sample and x is negative (see Fig.l.7). The thermal diffu
sion equation in the solid taking into account distributed
heat source can be written as

£3.39. 1-. _'_ Q9. _ Aepx(\+e£“’t) "f°'-fl5$1é0 (1.5)

01
HP

X.
M

$2

BI"? . . .where A = ° 9 1S the tem erature and 1S the effi72;" P "7
ciency with which the absorbed light is converted into
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heat by nonradiative deexcitation processes and is assumed
to be one. For backing and gas, the thermal diffusion
equations are respectively given by

Age ._ 5 _. .. ..
-£2 —— all '5-2’ s ‘F01  Q5 (1.6)

Mia
H\
>4
I/\

°<.
<1)

>4

__. = 2" ‘[3’? ’ “°’°$ ‘Q9 (L7)512 3
The real part of the complex valued function Q (x,t) is
the solution of physical interest and represents the temper
ature in the cell relative to ambient temperature as a
function of position and time. The general solution for
Q(x,t) in the cell neglecting transients can be written
as

' Q G_b(1'+l$)
b BI 6"}! -crg Z P1’ {wt+

9(1)¢) ;-_ { b, ,_x+b3e + (Ue +\/e -gigfséxso

L(l—%_)F+9o€—G_§-Zettwt 1(o10$ 151239 (1.8)
ere W, U, V, E and 90 are complex valued constants,

b,b , b , W and F are real valued constants and1 2 3 o
q'= (1 + i)a. GO and W represent the complex amplitude

fIb(X+ 95+ b)wo "FHQ Q {O7 -.0$"Qbé1£" S
I
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of periodic temperatures at the samp1e—gas and samp1e-back

ing boundaries respectively. The d.c. component at these

boundaries are given by E’ and W0. b3 anui E, determined
by the forcing function in equation (1.5), are given by

___Ab3 - -E; (1.9)
IE =(--§--= 5° (1.10)

P-_ ) 2ks(fi2-0-i)

(,9P

By applying the boundary conditions obtained from the
requirement of temperature and heat flux continuity at
the boundaries x = O and x ==-Es and the constraints that
the temperature at the cell walls x ==-+fg and
x = (—ég - Kb) is at ambient, all the constants in equation
(1.8) and thus the a.c. and d.c. components of the solution

can be obtained. The explicit solution of 60, the complex
amplitude of the periodic temperature at the solid—gas
boundary (x = O) is given by

4 - a 
6 F10 (r-l)(b+l)e6—§ 5 -(r+1)(b-l)e°-5 S +2(b—r)epfi$
0 2k5(p2-022) (g+l)(b+l)eO-50$ -(<3-1)(b-1)e-OEQS

(1.11)
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The periodic heat flow from the solid to the surrounding
gas produces a periodic temperature variation in the gas
which can be represented by

__ "'°_§x (wt9a_c(.1.‘L) —- 906 6 (1_13)

Since the periodic temperature variation in the gas is

effectively fully damped out at distance of 2 7\/Lg only the
boundary layer of the gas having thickness 27\’19is Capable
of responding thermally to the periodic temperature at
the surface of the sample. This boundary layer of gas
expands and contracts periodically thus acting as an
acoustic piston. The displacement of this gas piston can
be written as

§;({) -= 27\’.49§_@_l ._._._ e1'(l-Oi-3/4) (1.14)
To

N QCD

<r\ I5

ti
Here 6(t) is the spatially averaged temperature of the
gas within the boundary layer given by

CO

O\—-‘xxI

- 3 {(wt-K/) (1.15)
6(fi) = 31;/J 6a_(Z¢_.Udx =.>_'-2-1/-_;-i Qoé 4
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If we assume that the gas responds to the action of this
piston adiabatically, then time acoustic pressure iJ1 the
cell due to the displacement of this gas piston is derived
from the adiabatic gas law

PV{ = Constant. (1.16)
where P is the pressure, V is the gas volume in the cell
and 7/ is the ratio of specific heats. Thus the incre
mental pressure is

c5P(e> = 1’_*l=..6v = ii 51¢) <1-17>

<10

PQ
LO

where PO and V0 are ambient pressure and volume respectively
and -6V Jhs the incremental volume. Then substituting
for ox(t) from equation (1.14)

z§P(1:) = Qei(wt_I/4) (1.18)

where

Q = {P090 (1.19)
JEQ9a9To

Q may be specified as the complex envelope of the sinu

soidal pressure variation. Substituting for 60 from
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equation (1.11)

‘Tips " 5 "
Q = g /9]}/R,   (1-|)(b+|)e -(7+1)(b-1)er0‘+2(b-1)eW‘

2T="75'<$”.»“a(P'*’-"'51) (9-+')(b+‘3@°"‘-(9-*>(b-~)é°3"*..

(1.20)
Special cases:

The complicated expression given above can be
made simple considering some special cases. These cases
may be examined on the basis of three length parameters

namely optical absorption length [B= -é- , thermal diffu
sion length /45 and the physical length is of the sample.
It is assumed that kgag 4 kbab and kbab ’_}’_ ksas. It is
convenient to define

IOas
<>\\g_‘

Y = (1.21)
£3

Case l: Optically transparent solids (QB) Q5).
In this case the light is absorbed throughout

the length of the sample and some light is transmitted
through the sample. Here, depending upon thermal diffu
sion length three cases can be visualized as follows:

Case la: Thermally thin solids ( ’.(s>>QS',,-l$>Fp)

Here setting Ie-'pS~I F *°3Q5~ d-- -F 5 ,9 -—| QYI |7|>|
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we get

Q = ("“.)Bi§  (1.22)205 ‘ kb

The acoustic signal is proportional to Ffls and it has an
60-1 dependence.

Case lb: Thermally thin solids (Ius > is:/,,(s( QP)
This sets Q—p’0S.':’.(I-BB5) , Q1030‘ '_:..’(l-10-395) and |'Y|4|

Then Q = ('-;fi.)9/J5  (1.23)
Here also the signal is proportional to PIS and has (9-1
dependence.

Case lc: Thermally thick solids (/ls([s:/is 4< Q8)-M - 0
Setting Q S '.§_’(l-fils) , Q63 5 HQ and |1|<<|

= ‘Ti?/“s, F5 _° 2019 <1.” (1 24)
Here the signal is proportional to Pfls and therefore only
the light absorbed within the first thermal diffusion length

-3 2w /contribute to the signal. The signal has got an
frequency dependence.
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Case 2: Optically opaque solids (  << '05)
In this case most of the light is absorbed within

a distance that is small compared to £5. Here also,
depending upon the thermal diffusion length, three cases
can be considered.

I

Case 2a: Thermally thin solids (/15 >>fl5 ', /-4$>>QF)

-his 19-8 isHere setting Q ::..-‘ O) 8 ':’l and \'Y|>>|
we obtain

, (I-1') /1Q - 209 (.1l:))' (1.25)
The singal is independent of the absorption coefficient
and varies as uil. This would be the case for a good absor
ber such as carbon black.

Case 2b: Thermally thick solids ( /.(s<fls;/,1s>['B )
. ‘BIS ‘(T305This sets Q ':.’Q ) Q '39 and ]y|>|

Then

2 (l—-1') /-IQ s (1.26)
209  ) y
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Here also the acoustic signal is independent of P and. -lvaries as (.0 .

Case 2c: Thermally thick solids (ius 44 Q5; PS4 QB)
- I _¢-Q

Setting QB 5'30, E 3 s':.’O and lr] 4 l I we get

Q ;-_  (1.27)
The interesting point to note here is that even though
the sample is optically opaque the PA signal is propor

tional to P if }Q5(..Zp. The signal varies as QY3/2 in
this case.

The RG theory discussed above could successfully
explain most of the experimental results as has been veri
fied by several authors [96,lOO-103]. After the formulation
of RG theory several refinements to it have been made treat
ing the transport of acoustic disturbances in the gas more
exactly’ with 'Navier-Stokes equations [104-107]. McDonald
and Wetsel [106] included in time theory, the contribution
to the signal from thermally induced vibrations in the
sample. These- modifications tn) the theory <of PA effect
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could account for observed deviations from the RG theory
at very low frequencies.

1.11 APPLICATIONS OF THE PHOTOACOUSTIC EFFECT

Wide ranging applications of the PA effect in
various fields of pmysics, chemistry, biology, engineering
and medicine have been reported in the last few years.
The applications of the PA effect in the study of properties
of materials fall into iknnr general classes namely: (a)
photoacoustic spectroscopy, (b) photoacoustic monitoring
of deexcitation processes, (c) photoacoustic probing of
thermoelastic and relative properties of materials, and
(d) depth profiling and microscopy.

l.lla Photoacoustic spectroscopy

In this class of applications the PA signal is
measured for a range of optical excitation wavelengths
producing a PA spectrum. PA signal gives spectroscopic
information over a wide range of absorption coefficients,
ranging from weakly absorbing materials to opaque materials.
The sensitivity of laser PA system has advanced to an absor
ption measurement capability of ‘NJ 10-10 cm_1 [108] which
is several orders higher than conventional techniques.
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Such a high sensitivity of the PA technique has found use
in detecting weak absorptions that are forbidden tn; the
dipole selection rule or by spin conservation and weak
absorption due to strong absorption line of a tra¢e consti
tuent. This finds applications :h1 overtone spectroscopy,
trace analysis and polluti n monitoring [109-113].

PA monitoring of weak absorption in solids with
a detection sensitivity of 12,10-5 cm_1 using piezoelectric
detection has been reported cnm high1y' transparent solids

like CaF2, SrF2, etc. [ll4]. The high sensitivity of the
technique makes it very suitable for monitoring absorptions
in thin films because- weak absorption may be caused by
a low absorption coefficient for the optical wavelength
or may be caused by a short path length. This has immense
applications iJ1 thin fihn optical coatings like laser
mirrors, absorption by glass surfaces, thin layer chromato
graphy, surface chemistry, surface catalysis etc. PAS
can tn? used effectively' for studying adsorbed cnr chemi
sorbed molecular species and compounds, surface passivation
and surface oxidation or reduction studies on metals, semi
conductors and insulators.

PAS is found to be very useful to study insulator,
semiconductor and metallic systems that cannot be studied
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readily by conventional techniques. In the case of insu
lators PA spectra give direct information about the optical
absorption bands in the material [93]. One of the important
applications is that optical absorption characteristics
of highly opaque samples can be obtained using high chopp

ing frequency so that {us 4  If ,4S>.lp, with optically
opaque sample it is possible to get the power spectrum
of the excitation source. Thus a power meter which can
be used over a very wide wavelength range can be constructed
with a black sample very easily. In the case of semi
conductors PAS can be used to study both direct and indirect
transitions [94,ll5]. In addition ii; can also tn; used
to study Urbach tail, excitons and other fine structures
U1 crystalline, powder znni amorphous semiconductors [ll6,
117] and thus aids to investigate the effects of impurities,
dopants and electromagnetic fields etc.

l.llb Photoacoustic monitoring of deexcitation processes

D1 this class of applications the thermal decay
branch is monitored to provide information about the de
excitation mechanism of the material. After optical excit
ation four decay branches are» generally possiblen They
are luminescence, photochemical reaction, photoelectric
phenomenon and generation of heat by energy ‘transfer
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pmocesses. The selective sensitivity of the IUX technique
to heat producing deexcitation channel can be used to study
fluorescent and photosensitive properties of materials.
If there are only two competing branches, for example lumi
nescence and generations of heat, then by PA monitoring
of the heat branch, the quantum efficiency of luminescence
under various conditions can be <deduced. Determination

of luminescence quantum efficiency by PA effect has been
reported by several authors [118-121]. when a major contri
bution to the deexcitation of excited level is by radiative
relaxation then acoustic signal produced will be weak.
PA effect has been effectively utilized for deexcitation
studies in rare earth oxides and in doped crystals [l22,
123]. It gives information about the life times of various
states and deexcitation channels. A combination of conven

tional fluorescent spectroscopy and PAS can provide inform
ation about the relative strengths; of the radiative and
nonradiative deexcitation processes in solids.

when the channel of deexcitation for absorbed
light energy is through photochemical processes PAS enables
one txn obtain time activation energy spectrum kn! comparing
the Iflk spectrum vdifii the conventional absorption spectrum.
From the phase measurements of the PA signal information
about photochemical reaction rates can be obtained.
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In materials where photovoltaic processes occur,
the PA signal depends upon the energy conversion efficiency
for this process. Therefore in order to study the photo
voltaic deexcitation processes in semiconductors PA techni
que is very useful. When part of the light energy is con
verted into electrical energy, the thermal energy produced
will be correspondingly reduced. First demonstration of
PA monitoring of photoelectrical effects was reported by
Cahen in 1978 [l24]. He measured the photoelectrical gene
ration efficiency of silicon solar cells as a function
of load resistance. Tam [125] successfully' used tfina PA
method to determine the photoconductive quantum efficiency
of a thin organic dye film. Another important work was
done by Thielemann and Neumann [126] in which they used
PA technique tx> determine time photocarrier' generation
quantum efficiency of a Schottky diode. There has been
report about time investigation cflf nonradiative states in
GaAs and InP using PAS [l27]. It has been effectively
used for the study of regions above the fundamental absor
ption edge in Si, Ge, InSb, GaAs and GaP [l28]. ‘The use
of PA method to investigate laser annealing of semiconductor
surfaces, to monitor dopant concentration and their diffu
sions, to know degree of recrystallization and to detect
possible damage associated with the intense radiation have
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been demonstratedl [l29,l3O]. Since the PA signal also
depends upon the transport properties it can be used to
study recombination processes Jhi semiconductor along vdth
photoconductivity study [l3l,l32].

l.llc Photoacouétic method of probing thermoelastic and
related properties

The optical generation of thermal and acoustic
waves can be used to gather informations such as sound
velocity, elasticity, flow velocity, specific heat, thermal
diffusivity, thicléness of thin films, sub-surface defects
and so on. This-‘ is because the PA process depends not
only CH1 the optical properties cm? the sample but also on
its thermal, geometrical and elastic properties. Ever
since the reporti of thermal diffusivity measurements by
Adams and Kirkbright using PA technique [l33], it has been
used to measure the thermal conductivity and thermal diffu
sivity of a wide variety of samples. Changes in the thermal
parameters can be used to monitor changes within a material
as they generally undergo a change when the material under
goes a transition. Monitoring the variations in the PA
signal as a function of temperature provide information
about the occurrence of phase transitions. There has been
several reports on the investigation of both first and
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second order phase transitions [l34]. The application
of PA effect to phase transition studies should contribute
a useful complementary technique to the conventional calori
metric methods.

l.lld Depth profiling and microscopy

One of the unique applications of PA technique
is that by changing the chopping frequency, it is possible
to obtain a depth profile analysis of the optical and ther
mal properties of a material. At high chopping frequencies
information about the sample near the surface is obtained,
while at low frequencies data comes from deeper regions
within the sample. Such applications are very useful in
thin films, layered and optically opaque samples etc.
Depth profiling is also important in the study of doped
semiconducting materials, laser windows whose surfaces
have absorption properties different from that of bulk
and biological tissues.

The PA technique has been successfully used in
imaging applications. The PA signal for a sample monitored
over ea range» of excitation location provides IHX imaging
of the sample. The best optical excitation source for
PA microscopy is a laser beam, at a wavelength that is
strongly absorbed tn! the sample and an: an intensity below
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the damage threshold of the sample, well focused to a small
spot on the sample. The scanning can be done by moving
either the sample or the light beam. PA images are obtained
due to spatial variations in the optical and thermal pro
perties <nf the sample. Both gas-microphone and piezo
electric methods have been used for this powerful non
destructive testing technique. PA microscopy iesaa quickly
expanding area of research because of its potential appli
cations in thin film technology, chemical engineering,
biology and medicine, semiconductor industry etc. Coupled
with depth profiling capability it provides a unique method
for obtainiwg subsurface images of irregularities, flaws,
doping concentrations etc. In semiconductor industry' PA
microscopy can be employed in semiconductor fabrication
line to monitor the presence of electrical shorts or leak
in integrated circuits. It can also be used for on-line
study of patterns and structures that are below the surface
and to perform localized thin film thickness measurements.



Chapter 2

THE EXPERIMENTAL SET UP

In this chapter we give the details of experi
mental set up we have used in this work.

2.1 A PHOTOACOUSTIC SPECTROHETER: GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

In order to carry out photoacoustic studies
on any kind of sample, an efficient PA spectrometer has
to be set up. The essential parts of a PA spectrometer
are; (a) light source in the spectral regior of interest,
(b) means for intensity modulation of light, (c) IU\ cell
in which the sample is situated, (d) means for detecting
the generated acoustic signal, anni (e) signal processing
equipments. The overall performance c¢'aa PA spectrometer
depends on the quality of these modules. The basic experi
mental set up for ea gas microphone PA spectrometer is
shown in Fig.2.l. Now we will consider each component
of the system separately.

2.1a Light source

In PA studies, depending upon its nature, differ
ent light sources can be used for irradiating the sample.

62
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Fig.2.l The basic experimental set up for a gas
microphone PA spectrometer
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Both incoherent and coherent sources are widely used.
The important parameters for the selection of a light source
are available power per usable bandwidth, the wavelength
range, tunability and ease of intensity modulation.

Incoherent sources such as aux: lamps, filament
lamps etc. along with monochromators can be used txn cover
broad spectral ranges from ultraviolet txn far infrared.
The optical sources should have ea high spectral radiance
because the strength of PA signal is directly proportional
to the intensity of the radiation. Incoherent sources
commonly in use are carbon arc lamps, high pressure mercury
lamps, high pressure Xenon lamps, tungsten lamps, Nerst
glowers etc. In combination with suitable optical systems
monochromatic radiation having bandwidth lO—lOO°A can be

obtained with reasonable intensity. Most monochromators
utilize either ea prism or a diffraction grating as the
dispersive element. For 11»: resolution it. is sufficient
to use an optical filter in place of the monochromator.

Lasers are widely accepted light sources in PA
experiments, especially for measuring weak absorption.
This is mainly because of their high spectral radiance
resulting from the extremely narrow linewidths and high
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collimation. Because of the spectral purity, lasers can
be effectively used for high resolution PA spectroscopy
experiments. The» main drawback. of time laser sources is
their limited tuning range. However, tunable dye lasers
[135] are widely used nowadays.

2.lb Modulation

The modulation of the incident light beam is
essential for the generation of PA signal. Either amplitude
or frequency of the radiation can be modulated. One of
the inexpensive, efficient and common method to accomplish
amplitude modulation is tx> use a mechanical chopper. The
depth of modulation in this case is 25 100%. The chopper
wheel must be properly housed to eliminate chopper induced
noise transmitting directly to the microphone detector.
In the» case of electrical cw lasers, modulation can be
achieved by varying time discharge tube current. Electro
optic modulation involves changing the plane of the polari
zation of an incoming polarized laser beam in ea nonlinear
crystal (ADP or KDP) under the applicathmi of a modulated
electric field. D1 the acousto—optic technique the modu
lation is accomplished by diffraction of light by sound
waves in crystals generated by a transducer excited by
a radio frequency signal. Frequency modulation cxni also
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be utilized for PA signal generation. In dye lasers rapid
frequency change can be accomplished by using an electro
optic tuner in place of a tdrefringent filter. Frequency
modulathmi is well suitad for narrow linewidth absorbers.

2.lc The photoacoustic cell

The PA cell which contains the sample and the
microphone can be considered as the heart of a PA spectro
meter. Some of the important criteria governing the con
struction of a PA cell are given below.

(1) The cell should be acoustically isolated from
the outside world. For this the cell should be designed
with good acoustic seals and with walls of sufficient thick
ness tx> fonn a good acoustic barrier. The thermal mass
of the cell walls should be large.

(2) In some cases the PA signal arising due to absor
ption ;h1 cell windows causes serious problems. In order
to minimize this, windows should be as "transparent as
possible for the wavelength region of interest. Extra
neous signals may also be produced due to the interaction
of light beam with the walls of the cell and with the micro
phone diaphragnu Therefore the cell geometry should be
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such that the scattering and reflection of light towards
cell walls and microphone are avoided. The cell body may
be constructed out of polished aluminium or stainless steel.
Although aluminium or stainless steel walls absorb some
of the incident and scattered radiation the resultant PA
signal will be negligible as long as the thermal mass of
these walls is large. Also, the inside surface of the
cell should be free from contaminants.

(3) Since the PA signal varies inversely with the
cell volume, the cell dimensions should be so chosen that
the volume is minimum. However, care must be taken to
avoid the appreciable dissipation of acoustic signal produ
ced, to the cell windows and walls before reaching the
microphone. Also for all chopping frequencies of interest

the gas column length fig in the cell should be greater
than the thermal diffusion length lug of the gas, since
it is this boundary layer of gas that acts as an acoustic
piston generating the signal in the cell. Tam [136] has

suggested the optimum gas column length to be is '24’ 1.Q)U9
Another important parameter to be considered in the design
of a PA cell is the thermoviscous damping, because this
could be a source of signal dissipation at the cell bound
aries. Thermoviscous damping coefficient varies as OJ}/2
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and becomes important at high frequencies whereas thermal
diffusion length which varies as L.J_% is predominant at
low frequencies. Considering all these effects the distance
between the sample and window can be chosen to be 1-3 mm
[l37].

Depending upon the nature of the investigations
to be carried out, various cell designs have appeared in
literature [l38,l39]. The most common cell design adopts
cylindrical geometry in which the light beam is centered
along the axis. Such cell can be made to operate either
in the resonant mode or in the non-resonant mode. The
pressure variations produced due to PA effect propagates
radially outwards, perpendicular to the exciting beam.
The hydrodynamic equation describing the time variation
of pressure at a given point in the cell have been solved
for cylindrical [137,l4O-142] and other [143] cell geo
metries. The pressure distribution P within a cylinder
of length L and radius R is given by [137]

P(Y,¢,z,t) = cos(m¢)cos(.'_‘_E.3_)XJm (°<m.R“Y)exp(-iwt)
n

(2.1)

where Jm is the Bessel function of the first kind of order
m and the eigenvalues k, m and n relate to longitudinal
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(k=l, m=n=O), azimuthal (m=l, k=n=O) and radial (n=l, k=m=O)

acoustic modes respectively. It is found that the cell
exhibits a number of acoustic resonances. The resonance
frequencies are given by [137]

2

fires = %9_  + (_°iné.p_)2 (2.2)

where CO is the sound velocity in the gas and G5 n is theI

dJ
nth root of the equation ~€?E = O. Numerical valuesr=R

for the lowest order roots are (X0 O = O, 0-CO 1 = 1.226I I
and 0%,O = 0.589. Cell resonances amplify the acousticI

power at the resonance frequency. Cells with very high
quality factor, which describes the degree of amplification
or resonant quality of an acoustic cell, have been constru
cted [l44,l45]. Geometries other than cylindrical symmetr
ies have also been employed in PA cell design. Ioli et
al [146] used a configuration in which the light beam is
directed transverse to the cylindrical axis in a cylindri
cal sample cell. This allows the excitation of a low fre
quency longitudinal resonance.

Another geometry for PA cell makes use of the
Helmholtz resonator type configuration [l47—l49]. In this
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case we have two volumes V1 and V2, which form sample and
microphone chambers respectively, connected by a narrow
tube. The resonance frequency is given by [137]

L2r\£ = c A 2 (2.3)
K95 O “CV3

where
V Vvr = 7% (2.4)l 2

A is the cross sectional area and QC is the length of
the channel. U1 this type of configuration the scattered
light from the sample, sample holder and window on to the
microphone is reduced. By using a sufficiently long con
necting tube the sample chamber can be kept at a very cold
or very hot temperature while the microphone is at room
temperature [l5O,l5l].

The Brewster windows for minimum light scattering,

multipassing for increased sensitivity, acoustic baffles
for reduced effects due to window absorption etc., can
be incorporated for improved performance. The effects
of window heating can be eliminated by using a differential
cell design [l52].
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2.1d Acoustic detectors

The PA signal produced in the cell can be detected
by any sensitive microphone. A condenser microphone pro
duces an electrical signal when a pressure wave is imping
ing on the diaphragm. Such microphones generally have
flat frequency response upto ca 15 KHz, low distortion and
are not sensitive to mechanical vibrations. Electret micro
phones [l53], constructed using solid material of high
dielectric constant which are electrically polarized, can
also be used for detecting PA signals. No bias voltage
is required for electret microphones and due tx> the large
capacitance/area possible from electret materials they
cxnl be made into ndniaturized microphones. Piezoelectric
devices can also tne used txn sense the elastic waves gene
rated in radiation absorbing solids and liquids [ll4,l54,
155]. These devices offer much better acoustic impedance
matching to the condensed samples and can detect high fre
quency signals.

2.le Signal processing

In order tx> maximize the signal to noise ratio,
the signal from the microphone preamplifier should be pro
cessed tn’ an amplifier tuned ix) the chopping frequency.
Using a phase sensitive lock-in amplifier [156] it is possi
ble to measure the phase as well as the amplitude of the
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signal. A lock—in amplifier I15 used also tx> eliminate
noise from other sources. In a single—beam PA spectrometer
the power spectrum of the light source for normalizing
the PA signal is obtained either using a conventional power
meter or using the PA spectrum obtained with a black absor
ber. In a double beam spectrometer [157] the monochro
matized modulated beam is split into two. One of the beams
falls on aux optical detector or another IUX cell contain
ing carbon black while the second beam falls on the sample.
The output from the sample cell is divided by that from
the reference cell with ea ratiometer' and the normalized
spectrum is directly recorded.

2.2 DETAILS OF OUR PHOTOACOUSTIC SPECTROMETER

We have assembled a single beam PA spectrometer

for the investigations carried out in this work. The block
diagram of this PA spectrometer is shown in Fig.2.2. It
essentially contains the following components: (l) A
l IW€ Xe arc lamp, (2) ea grating monochromator, (3) light
beam chopper, (4) INA cell. with lnicrophone, and (5) lock~
in amplifier.

The light source we have used in the PA spectro
meter is a l KW high pressure Xenon arc lamp (M/s. Spectro
scopy Instruments, Model SVX 1000). It has got continuous
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Fig.2.2 Block diagram of the PA spectrometer
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emission from 280 run to 2500 run with high intensityr in
the visible region and some intense lines between 800 nm
and 1000 nm. The power supply constructed using the switch

ing mode technology supplies constant current to the lamp
which can be regulated in the 40 to 50 A range with a
l0 turn potentiometer. The range of the operating voltage
is l5 to 25V. The high pressure gas is capable of carrying
a large current and dissipating large power in a small
arc. This produces highly intense radiation lying in the
visible as well as in ]J1tfaViQlet and near infrared regions.
The size and position of the reflected image of the arc
can be adjusted with the Inicrometer screws provided for
the purpose. The lamp house is also provided with focusing
lens and cooling system.

For selecting the wavelength of the incident
radiation from the Xe lamp we have used a source monochro
mator (Oriel, Model 7240). This monochromator can be used

over a very wide range of wavelengths from 190 nm to

24 fun using appropriate gratings. A variable slit having
adjustable width from C) to 3.2 rmn is used. This allows
bandwidths of 0.8 to 20 nm in the visible region. The
wavelength can tn; read in rm1<m1 a three digit mechanical
counter. In order txa scan time wavelength automatically
over“ the selected range ea monochromator drive controller
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(Oriel, Model 78200), which is ea bidirectional wavelength
drive using a stepper motor, is used. The scan speed is
adjustable and a six digit LED display shows ‘wavelength
in nm directly.

For intensity modulation of the incident light
beam, a mechanical chopper (Photon Technology International,
Model OC 4000) is used. With the two discs provided, a
5 sector disc and ea 30 sector disc, chopping frequency
can be varied continuously from 4 to 4000 Hz. The appro
priate disc is mounted on the spindle of the chopper head.
The motor speed, and thus the chopping frequency, can be
varied using a l0 turn potentiometer. The reference signal
for the lock-in amplifier, having frequency equal txa the
chopping frequency, is derived using a photodiode placed
at the bottom of the chopper head. The chopping frequency
can be directly read on the LED panel display of the unit.

The PA signal is processed using a lock—in ampli
fier (Stanford Research Systems, Model SR 510). The output
of the ndcrophone its fed into tine 1ock—in amplifier for
which the reference signal is provided by the chopper.
The lock-in amplifier has ea full scale sensitivity of
l0 nv to 500 mV and an operating frequency range 0.5 Hz
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to 100 KHz. Phase can be controlled in large steps of
90° and fine steps of .O25°. Phase shift or frequency
can be read from the four digit LCD display on the lock
in amplifier. The signal amplitude can be read either
from the analogue meter or from the four digit auto—ranging
LCD display.

2.3 DESIGN; FABRICATION AND CALIBRATION OF

PHOTOACOUSTIC CELLS

The PA cell is the most important part of any
PA spectrometer. We have constructed two PA cells: one
for room temperature measurements and another for high
temperatures. Description of these two cells are given
below.

2.3a The room temperature PA cell

The small volume nonresonant cell used for room

temperature measurements is made of aluminium. The cell
with its various parts are shown in Fig.2.3. An axial
bore of diameter 2.2 cm is made in a solid aluminium rod

of diameter 10 cm and length l2 cm which constitutes the
cell body. The sample holder, which is also made of alu
minium, is placed in this bore. The construction of the
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sample holder is such that different backing materials
can be used for the sample. Window holders and microphone
compartment are also constructed out of aluminium. Two
windows are provided, one on the front side and the other
on the rear side, which enable to use both front and rear
surface illumination of the sample. The cell volume is
acoustically isolated from outside using '0' rings on the
window holders. The provision provided to change the back
ing material and to use the rear and front surface illumi
nations are important in the measurement of the thermal
properties [l58]. Also the replacement of the sample holder
and windows and cleaning of the cell can easily be done.
with this cell PA measurements on solids in bulk and thin
film forms as well as on powders and liquid can be done.

The microphone used in the cell, for detecting
the PA signal, is kept in a separate port which can be
removed from the cell body. We have used a small size,
high sensitive electret microphone (Knowles, Model BT 1759)

having a built in FEIT preamplifier. It has got a flat
frequency response imx the frequency range ll) to SOOO Hz.
The microphone output is taken using a BNC connector atta
ched to the microphone port_and is fed to the lock-in ampli
fier. The minimum distance between the sample and window
is 2 mm. This is very much greater than the thermal diffu
sion length of air which is 0.06 cm at a chopping frequency
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of 10 inn. The minimum volume of the cell is ¢$Il cc. The
distance between the window and sample can be varied by
moving the ‘window holder. The resonance frequencies of
the cell (longitudinal, radial and azimuthal) are very
much above the operating frequency range of interest.

The cell has been calibrated using carbon black
sample. For doing the calibration measurements chopped
light beam is focused on the sample and PA signal amplitude
and phase have been measured. The log—log plot of the
PA signal amplitude versus chopping frequency with a carbon
black sample is shown in Fig.2.4. This plot clearly shows
time Qfl dependence of the PA signal as predicted by the
RG theory [95] for optically opaque materials. The corres
ponding variation in phase is :flunn1 in Fig.2.5. For a
saturated PA signal the RG theory predicts the phase shift
at the sample surface to be a constant, viz. -'7‘/2 with
respect to time modulated light beam. However, variations
from this predicted phase can be caused by the system
electronics and the frequency dependence of signal propa
gation in the gas.

2.3b High temperature PA cell

For high temperature measurements we have fabri
cated another IUX cell with which measurements can be wade
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upto ab 250°C. This allows us to make PA studies on amor
phous semiconductors in the vicinity of their glass transi—
tion temperatures. The high temperature PA cell employs
Helmholtz resonator type configuration as shown in Fig.2.6.
It has a sample compartment and a separate microphone com

partment, both connected by a stainless steel tube of inner
diameter 1.6 mm and length 7 cm. The sample compartment
is made from a brass rod of diameter 2 cm and length
6 cm. Heating wires are wound on this rod to heat the
sample to the desired temperature. One end of this rod
is drilled to form a sample compartment of depth l cm and
diameter l cm. At the top of this compartment a glass
window is provided and this volume is sealed with a sili
cone 'O' ring. This is the volume where the PA signal
is generated. The volume of the sample chamber can be
slightly adjusted by putting metal discs of appropriate
thickness. Also different backing materials can be used
for the sample. This sample compartment is kept inside
a metallic chamber of inner diameter 15 cm and wall thick

ness 6 mm. The microphone compartment is attached to this
outer chamber using an '0‘ ring for acoustic sealing.
The acoustic signal generated in the sample compartment
reaches the microphone compartment through the stainless
steel connecting tube. The outer chamber is thermally
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insulated from time sample compartment using suitable insu
lating materials. The sample temperature is measured using
an iron-constantan thermocouple placed close to the sample.
The electrical connections are taken through the walls
of the outer chamber through teflon insulator. The thermo
couple and the heating element can be connected to a tempe
rature ¢@"t1'@11@1'- With this design the heating of the
microphone is completely avoided. The total volume of
the sample cell is about 1 cc.

The initial calibration of this cell has also
been done using carbon black sample. Frequency response
of the cell has been studied over a wide chopping frequency
range and temperature. In Fig.2.7 the variation of PA
signal amplitude, for carbon black sample, with chopping
frequency its plotted for tum) different temperatures. The
corresponding variation in phase is plotted in Fig.2.8.
The general behaviour is the same at the two temperatures
except for ea slight shift cflf the acoustic resonance fre
quency towards higher frequency side at higher temperature.
For carbon black sample the PA signal is completely satura
ted and time PA signal amplitude should decrease with in
crease irm chopping frequency [95]. This is time case for
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intermediate frequencies in Fig.2.7. The fluctuations
in the amplitude observed at lower frequencies can be attri
buted to acoustic damping in the sound transmitting channel.
The resonance frequency of the cell calculated using eqn.
(2.3) is 700 Hz which can be slightly varied by changing
the cell volume. As can be seen in Fig.2.? the amplitude
versus frequency plot shows an enhancement of the PA signal
amplitude around this frequency. The effect of the cell
resonance is reflected also in time PA signal phase versus
chopping frequency plot (shown in Fig.2.8). The temperature
dependent variations of PA signal amplitude and phase for
two different frequencies are shown in Fig.2.9 and Fig.2.1O
respectively. As the temperature is increased the PA signal
amplitude decreases and tin; phase shift increases. This
is mainly due to the temperature dependence of time sample
parameters anui sound attenuation Jhi the transmitting gas
column.

The IUX spectrometer, consisting of the modules
described above has been set up on a sturdy table which
helps txa isolate building vibrations tx> a large extent.
The performance of the PA spectrometer is found to be very
good.
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Chapter 3

COMPOSITION DEPENDENCE OF THE OPTICAL ENERGY GAP

IN AIVBVI GLASSES

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Chalcogenide glasses find emtensive applications
as materials for electronic and optoelectronic devices
[39,l59]. One advantage cflf these materials its that they
can be prepared over a very wide composition range. Their
physical properties do change with composition enabling
composition dependent tunability of the physical properties.
So an understanding of the composition dependence of their
physical properties is necessary to select the proper compo
sition for the desired application.

Germanium and silicon form good glasses with
chalcogen elements such as selenium, tellurium, sulphur
etc. over a reasonably' wide composition range» Several
of such glasses are found to exhibit interesting physical
properties like electrical switching [24,l6O] and photo
structural transformations [l6l]. Of late, several workers
have reported observation of anomalous behaviour in certain

9O
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physical properties at specific compositions. For the
AiVB\l,Ex system (A is a group IV element such as Ge or Si
and B is a group VI element such as Se, Te or S) such ano
malies have been observed at x == 0.2 and >c== 0.33. Ano

malies have been reported in density, coefficient of thermal
expansion, infrared and Raman spectra, Mossbauer site inten
sities, photoluminescence intensity, crystallization beha
viour, low to high conductivity transition pressure,
electrical activation energy, refractive» index etc. [162
l72] at x = 0.2 or 0.33. These results provide a great
deal of information about the short range order, glass
forming tendency, network stiffening etc. of these systems
[173].

We have carried out ea systematic investigation
of the composition dependence of time optical energy' gap

E20 in bulk AiVB\i’:x glasses using PA technique. As has
been discussed Jhi chapter I1, PAS has proved to tn? a very
effective method for time study of semiconducting samples,
both crystalline anui amorphous [l32,l74-177]. The advan
tages of PA technique over conventional spectroscopic tech
niques make it suitable for the study of g-lassy semicon
ductors. Since amorphous semiconductors are highly absorb
ing Jhi the fundamental absorption region it its difficult
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to use reflection or transmission type spectroscopies,
especially for bulk samples. ‘Also the PA technique is
sensitive enough to probe the low absorption region. This
is important in the case of amorphous semiconductors because

the absorption in the low absorption coefficient region
is associated with the disorder in the material.

In this chapter we describe the optical energy
gap measurements done at room temperature on different. IV VI .glasses belonging to the A B family. Measurements have
been done cn1 Ge Se , Ge Te and Si Te glasses.x l-x x l—x x l-x
In each group measurements are reported on a number of
compositions. Experimental details, results obtained <and
their discussion are given below.

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Among the AivB¥Ex class of chalcogenide glasses,
PA investigations have knnni carried out CH1 several compo

sitions in the glass forming region of GexTel_x
(0.15 5 0.28), Si Te (0.10 é $_ 0.28) and Ge Sex l-x x l—x

”\
x

x

(0.l0$ $0.38) glasses.

X

3.2a Sample preparation

The samples» are- prepared using the conventional
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melt quenching technique. Appropriate» quantities <mf the
constituent elements having 99.999% purity are sealed in
evacuated quartz ampoule . Then the ampoule is kept in
a furnace at about 1200 K for about 24 hours. The ampoule
is periodically rotated at ea speed of 10-12 rpa for homo
geneous mixing of the constituents. The ampoule is sub
sequently quenched in ice water or Na0H + ice water mixture
and then broken tx> take cnn; the sample. The amorphous
nature of the sample is confirmed by X-ray diffractometry.
Properly shaped samples are placed in the PA cell for
measurements. For recording the PA spectrum, powder samples

are found to be good enough.

3.2b Photoacoustic measurements

The PA spectrometer already described in chapter 2
has been used for the present investigations. For recording
the PA spectrum of a sample, first of all, the PA signal
amplitude as a function of the vmvelength of the exciting
radiation is measured at ea fixed chopping frequency; The
chopping frequency used its 70 Hz. The power spectrum of
the light source has initially been recorded as the varia
tion of the PA sdgnal amplitude for a carbon black sample
as a function of wavelength at the same chopping frequency.
The normalized EUX signal is obtained tnr dividing the
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measured signals from the sample by that from the carbon
black sample at corresponding wavelengths. The PA spectrum

of the sample is then obtained by plotting the normalized
PA signal as a function of wavelength of the incident radia
tion.

IV VI
3.3 PHOTOACOUSTIC SPECTRA OF Ax Bl_x GLASSES

The EUX spectra recorded for GexTel_x (x == 0.15,
0.17, 0.20, 0.22, 0.25, 0.28), SixTel_x (X = 0.10, 0.15,
0.17, 0.20, 0.22, 0.25, 0.28) and GexSel_x (x = 0.10, 0.15,
0.20, 0.25, 0.28, 0.33, 0.38) glasses are shown in Figs.3.l
to 3.6. These spectra give information about time optical
absorption features of the samples. The normalized PA
signal increases from the rdgher vmvelength (lower photon
energy) side and reaches a saturation level for photon
energy Irv > E0, where E0 is the optical energy gap. As
explained by Tauc [75] there are three different regions
in the optical absorption curve for an amorphous semi
conductor corresponding to three different ranges of the

absorption coefficient P.. A very high value of the absor
ption coefficient (P Q 104 cm-'1) characterises the region
where the normalized PA signal gets saturated. RG theory
[95] predicts this type of tmmaviour for highly absorbing
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samples with  < Q5 and fgs >  This corresponds to
the power law absorption region [75] and the absorption

coefficient P fumsan energy dependence given by

_ _ 2hvP(hv) - B(hv E0) (3.1)
where B is a constant [24].

A slight decrease in the normalized PA signal
in the saturation region has been observed in the case
of Ge-Se samples which only indicates increased reflection
of the incident light from the sample. This has been con
firmed by recording the PA spectra in the saturation region
for samsples with roughened surface as well where the
reflection its considerably' reduced. Fig.3.7 shows PA
spectruna for a representative sample (Ge Se ) with0.15 0.85
smooth and roughened surfaces.

The absorption edge :h1 amorphous semiconductors

has an ‘exponential part associated "with disorder induced
potential fluctuations which extends in the absorption

coefficient range 1 cm 15 P Q 104 cm 1. The absorption
hi this region depends cum the photon energy according to
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the relation [75]

P(hv) = /Q0 exp(hv/E2) (3.2)
where E characterises the slope of the exponential absor
ption region. In the PA spectra this corresponds to the
region where the normalized PA signal increases with photon
energy. In this region the normalized PA signal is propor
tional to the absorption coefficient as predicted by RG
theory for tine case of optically transparent solids [95].
The plot of the logarithm of the normalized PA signal
versus the photon energy shows a straight line in this
region. In Fig.3.8 such plots for a few representative
samples (Ge Se , Ge Se enui Ge Se ) are0.33 0.97 0.20 0.80 0.10 0.90
shown.

The weak absorption tail region with F4 l cm—l,
whene the absorption depends xqxnu the preparation, purity
and thermal history cflf the material is run; of much inte
rest in the present studies and so is not discussed any
further. A comparison between the PA spectrum and the
conventional optical absorption spectrum [24,75] of the
chalcogenide glasses shows that the» two match very well
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and the quantitative correlation between them is very good
in the three regions. This has been verified by us and
previously tqr Monahan anui Nolle [103] in As2S3 powder
samples by measuring the absorption coefficient P over
a wide range from 10 cmil tn) more than 104 cm 1 using PA
technique.

The optical energy gap E0 of all the samples
investigated has been determined from the PA spectra.
This has been done graphically by drawing the tangents
to the wavelength versus PA signal plots at the PA satu
ration region and the region where absorption increases
exponentially with photon energy [l74]. The point where

the two tangents meet corresponds to E0. Thus the PA
spectra provide valuable information about the optical
absorption over a wide range of optical absorption coeffi
cient and enable us to determine the optical energy gap.

3.4 OPTICAL ENERGY GAP or AIVBVI syswans

3.4a Ge Te and Si Te glassesx l-x x l—x
A detailed study of the variation of the optical

energy gap E0 with composition in bulk GexTel_x and S1xTel_x
glasses has not been reported so far. However, the study
of optical and electrical properties of amorphous thin
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film Ge—Te samsples done by Bahl and Chopra [178] and the
studies on electrical, optical and structural properties
of some compositions of Si-Te glasses done by Peterson et
al [172] have revealed the difference ‘between crystalline

and amorphous samples. The optical energy gap E0 of GexTel_x
and SixTe1_x glasses determined from the present investiga
tions are tabulated in Table 3.1. The values plotted as
a function of the composition parameter x are shown in Figs.
3.9 and 3.10 respectively. It can be seen that the value
of E20 decreases when the Te content increases for these
systems. But the rate at which this decrease takes place
is higher for compositions with x 4 0.2 than for those with

x > 0.2 in both the systems. This change in slope in E0
versus x plot at x = 0.2 indicates that a change in the
electronic properties do take place at this composition.

The observed behaviour can be explained on the
basis of chemical bonding between the atoms and changes
in the short range order taking place in the glass network
when the Ge or Si concentration increases. Ever since
Ioffe [179] pointed out that the basic electronic properties
of a solid are determined primarily by the nature of the
short range order, the chemical bond approach has been



Table 3.1: Values of the average coordination number m
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and optical energy gap Bo for GexTel_x andSi Te glasses.x 1 x "

Compos ition H1 EO(eV)

Ge0.2sT°O .2Ge Te ' '0.25 0.75
Ge0.22Te0.7s
Ge0.20Teo.ao
Ge@.1vTe0.e3
Geo.15Teo.s5

slo.2sTeo.72
S‘o.2sTeo.7s
s‘o.22Te0.7a
S10.2oTeo.s0
S1o.17Teo.a3
S10.15Teo.a5
s10.10Te0.90

2.56

2.50
2.44
2.40
2.34
2.30

2.56
2.50
2.44
2.40
2.34
2.30
2.20

1.25

1.22
1.18
1.14
1.05
0.97

1.38
1.35
1.33
1.31
1.25
1.18
1.09
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successfully used for predicting the properties of semi
conductors [l8O,l8l]. Since noncrystalline solids lack
long range order and their electronic properties are deter
mined primarily by the nature of the short range order,
the chemical bond approach is the right one to be adopted
to explain their properties [l82]. This approach has found
to be useful in establishing relationships between the

glass transition temperature Tg with energy band gap,atomi
zation energy etc. [183-185]. In the following, relation
ship between the optical energy gap and chemical composition

in chalcogenide glasses are examined based on chemical
bonding aspects.

The electronic states in solids can be considered
as the broadened superposition of the molecular orbital
states of time constituent bonds. In chalcogenide glasses
containing high concentration of chalcogen element the
lone pair states associated with chalcogen atoms form the
top of the valence band and the antibonding states form
the conduction band [l82,l86,l87]. The optical energy
gap corresponds closely to the energy difference between
the top of the valence band and the bottom of the conduction
band. Therefore the variation of optical energy gap with
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the composition parameter is directly related to the chemi
cal bond energy.

For a binary alloy system AxBl_x, considering
that time local atomic coordinations satisfy the SLJJ rule
for" normal covalent bonding, there» are twm> distinctixely
different ways to specify the distribution of the three
bond types A-A, A-B and B—B. These are the random covalent

network model [188] and chemically ordered network model
[189,19O]. The random covalent bonding description includes
A—B, A—A and B—B bonds at all compositions other than
x = O and x = l. For explaining our results the chemically
ordered network (CON) model is found to be more appropriate.

The CXMJ model for bond statistics emphasises the relative
bond energies and its based cnl the ‘assumption that the
heteropolar A-8 bonds are favoured at all compositions.

At the stoichiometric compound composition with x = xc
the system contains only A-B bonds. when x > xc the network

contains A-B and A—A bonds whereas for x <1 xc it contains
A-8 and B-B bonds.

Variation of the optical energy gap in GexTel_x
and SixTel_X glasses is explained below based cnm the CON
model. Taking the coordination numbers of Ge and Si as
4 and that of Te as 2 the compound composition corresponds
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to xc = 0.33. The composition range over which the investi
gations are carried out lies below xc. Therefore in the
chalcogen rich composition range of GexTel_x glasses, both
Ge—Ge and Te-Te bonds are present. Similarly for SixTel_x
system in this range Si—Si and Te-Te bonds are present.

The bond energy of Ge-Ge, Ge—Te,Te—Te,Si-Si and Si-Te bonds
are 49.1, 40.86, 34, 53.4 and 51.3 KCal/mol respectively
[l9l]. Therefore the increase in the number of Te-Te bonds,
when x is decreased in the range of 0 4 x 40.33 reduces
the average bond energy in both the systems. This causes

a corresponding decrease in the value of E0 when x is redu
ced in the chalcogen rich region, as can be seen in Figs.3.9
and 3.10. The increase ihi the number cflf Te-Te bonds in
this composition range has the effect of widening the lone
pair band, thus reducing the optical energy gap. Here
the width of the lone pair band is governed by the overlap
of the lone pair orbitals.

The average coordination number m, which can
be used to cflwuacterise the electronic properties, is an
important parameter to tn; considered imm order txn under

stand the variation of E0 with composition in chalcogenide
glasses. ‘The average coordination number rn for the binary

alloy system AxBl X is given by [192]

m = xNA + (1-x)NB (3.3)
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where NA and NB are coordination numbers of the elements
A and B respectively. Also it can be expected that the
average heat of atomization [l93], which is a measure of
the cohesive energy and represents the relative bond
strengths, is correlated to properties such as energy gap.

The average heat of atomization of AxBl_x alloy is given
by

HS = xHA + (1-x)HB (3.4)

where HA and HB are heats of atomization of elements A
and B respectively.

We now examine the optical energy gap of chalco—

genide glasses based on the two parameters HS and m that
are related to the chemical bonding properties of the

elements in the alloy. The variation of E0 and Es with
m for GexTel_x glasses is shown in Fig.3.ll. The value
of m is calculated using eqn.(3.3) with mGe = 4 and
mTe = 2 and the value of Y-is is calculated using eqn.(3.4)
with HGQ = 90 and HTG = 46 KCal/gram—atom [l93]. The varia

tion of BO with m follows the same behaviour as E0 with
x. The value of m corresponding to x = 0.2, where the
change in slope in the variation of BO takes place, is
2.4. However, -1-ls increases with m linearly without
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showing any change in slope. Using eqns.(3.3) and (3.4)
and the values of heat of atomization and coordination
number for Ge and Te, we can get the following relation
fOI‘H,

S

is = 22m + 2 (3.5)
which represents a straight line as shown in Fig.3.ll.
The m values for various compositions of Ge-Te and Si-Te
glasses are also tabulated in table 3.1.

The change in slope occurring at m = 2.4 (or
x = 0.2) in SixTel_x and GeXTel_x glasses can be explained
on the basis of the change taking place» in the network
when the concentration of group IV edement is increased.
For glasses with very low value of x the short range order
is essentially one dimensional comprising of distorted
Te chains. As the value of x increases the Te atom chain
is increasingly interconnected by the four-fold coordinated
group IV atoms. This leads to a continuous change in the
one dimensional distorted chain short range order into
a three dimensional tetrahedral network. At x = 0.2 stable

structures based on GeTe4 or SiTe4 tetrahedral units are
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formed as,

Te--Te \ Te____Te\ /Ge Ge or Si Si
Te-___Te \\\\\ Te___Te’//// \\\\

The effect of the formation of this type of structure gets

\//\
\/\

reflected in the observed change in the variation of E0
with x at x = 0.2.

3.4b GexSe1_x glasses

Unlike Ge-Te and Si—Te, Ge-Se glasses can be

prepared over a wider range of x. The E0 values for various
values of x for GexSel_X glasses are tabulated in table
3.2. In Fig.3.l2 the variathmw of E0 determined from the
PA spectra is plotted as a function of the composition
parameter x (0.10 5 x 5 0.38). The value of E30 increases
with increase in the Ge content upto x = 0.33. Using a
molecular" model such ea variation for' BO JU1 Ge-Se system
has been predicted by Lannoo and Bensoussan [l94]. As
hi the case cnf Ge-Te and Si—Te glasses the rate of this
increase is greater for samples with x 4 0.2 than for
x > 0.2. The average coordination number of m for
>4 = CLZ is 2.4. Around x == 0.33 (n1== 2.66) composition
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Table 3.2: Values of the average coordination number m

and opticaT energy gap BO for GexSel_x glasses.

Composition m EO(eV)

Ge0.33seo.e7

Geo 38SeO_62 2.76 2.292.66 2.32
Geo 28SeO.72 2.56 2.24
Geo 25SeO 75 2.50 2.21
Geo 2OSeO.8O 2.40 2.17
Geo.1sSeo.s5

Geo.1oseo.90

2.30 2.10
2.20 2.03
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E0 is found to have a peak value. The value of m for
different compositions of GexSe1_x glasses are also given
in Table 3.2.

In GexSel_x system of glasses the three possible
types of bonds are Ge-Ge, Ge-Se and Se-Se with bond energies

49.1, 46.5 and 44 KCal/mole respectively [l91]. According
to CON model, for compositions with x < 0.33 the system
contains Ge-Se» and Se-Se bonds. At the stoichiometric

composition x = xc = 0.33 the system contains only Ge-Se
bonds and for x >~O.33 both Ge-Se and Ge-Ge bonds are pre

sent. The bond counting statistics for <3eXSel_x system
is shown in Fig.3.l3 for two models, namely random covalent
network and CON model [l90]. Here, since the bond distri
bution is determined by chemical driving forces, the alloy
is divided into tnm> different regimes an: the compound

composition xc. For x <1 xc each Ge atom has only Se type
neighbours arranged in local molecular clusters of the

form Ge(Se%)4 and these clusters are connected through
additional Se atoms. For x > xc, since Ge-Ge bonds are
also present the basic network forming units have differ

ent forms. The variation of E0 with x can be explained
on the basis cfl' the distribution of different types of
bonds and corresponding bond energies. Since the bond
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energy of Ge-Se bond is higher than that of Se—Se and
Ge-Ge bonds, the antibonding band is at a higher energy

for GeSe2 (x = 0.33) sample compared to other compositions
and correspondingly E0 is maximum for this composition.
The increase in the number of Se—Se bonds for compositions

x 4 0.33 and Ge-Ge bonds for x > 0.33 have the effect of
reducing the average bond energy of the system and corres

pondingly the value of E0 decreases on either side of the
x = 0.33 composition. At x = 0.2 the glass network attains

a stable structure consisting of GeSe4 tetrahedral units.
The network with very low concentration of Ge is constituted
by one dimensional Se atom chains. As the concentration
of Ge atoms increases, the Se atom chain is increasingly
crosslinked by Ge atoms, thus changing the one dimensional

chain to a three dimensional network consisting of GeSe4
tetrahedral units at x = 0.2. The continuation of cross
linking leads to the formation of fully connected random
network of tetrahedralCm%°e ) units at the stoichiometricLa ‘I ‘V4,_ &.¢u

composition.

In contrast to the random covalent network model

and CON model, an alternative description of chalcogenide
glasses has been proposed recently based on the formation
of molecular cluster network [59,l95,l96]. This partially
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polymerized cluster' (PPC) model has been supported by

experimental observations of strong companion Al line in
the Raman spectra of GeSe2 [l70,l97—l99] and data from
EXAFS [200] and Mossbauer [20l,202] studies. According

to this model the molecular clusters of GeSe2 glass are
described as ea strongly associated mixture of large chal
cogen rich outrigger rafts and small Ge rich ethane like
units with the proportions adjusted to achieve overall
stoichiometryu The chalcogen atoms cnm the edges of struc
ctural units are treated as surface atoms which have
dimerized. The outriggen raft is a fragment of the high
temperature form of crystalline GeSe2. The outrigger rafts
of variable lateral dimensions tend towards layered stru
ctures in the glass phase. Layering is stabilized by weak
inter—raft Van der Waals forces. In this molecular cluster

model chemical ordering can possibly be intrinsically broken
[60]. Unlike CON model, in PPC model the number of wrong
bonds at the ~stoichiometric composition is run; zero but
it is much smaller than that in the random covalent network
model.



Chapter 4

COMPOSITION DEPENDENCE OF ENERGY GAP IN As—Se GLASSES

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The incorporation of certain additives in pure
amorphous selenium used for photographic drums [203] is
found to improve the life time and sensitivity of the mater
ial. The common additives are 3 or 4 coordinated elements
like As or Ge. This additives crosslink the Se chains
and decrease the tendency of crystallization and increase
the lifetime of pure Se drum [204]. It is interesting
to study the role of adgitives on the width of the optical
energy gap of glassy Se as well as its influence on other
properties.

Of the glass forming alloys of the family AXB¥Ex,
AsxSel_X glasses are perhaps the» most studied ones. .A
number of papers have appeared in literature reporting
various properties of amorphous As-Se alloys both in the
bulk and thin film forms [l96,205-207]. Detailed analysis
of the electrical, optical and structural properties of
these materials have been presented by Mott and Davis [24].
Recent progress in the study of composition dependent

123
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variation of properties of chalcogenide glasses has led
to a better understanding of the physics of these materials
[l73]. Anomalous variations in the physical properties
at certain specific compositions have attracted the atten
tion of several workers. In As-Se system unusual variation
in physical properties are expected for composition at
which the smoichiometric crystalline compound forms. The
critical composition corresponding to the stoichiometric
compound is commonly known as the chemical threshold of

the glass. In AsxSel_x system such ea chemical threshold
occurs at x = 0.4. This has been experimentally established
by observing the variation of several properties as a fun
cthmi of composition. A local ndnimum ix: the energy gap
for x = 0.4 composition has been suggested by Hurst and
Davis [208] who observed a conductivity' maximunn at this
composition. The optical and dielectric properties of
As-Se alloys are found to exhibit extrema at compound compo
sition with a local coordination that satisfies time 8-N

rule [206,207]. Evidence for a medium range order in As2Se3
has been obtained from the existence of a first sharp dif
fraction peak corresponding to formation of molecular
clusters [209,2lO]. Raman shifts [l96,205], glass transi
tion temperature [211] auni width of glass transition peak
in the specific heat curve [212] are found to undergo ano
malous variation at the compound composition. In order
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to explain these results an approach based on chemical
bonding and topology can be used because the atomic co
ordination, relative occurrence of homopolar and hetero
polar bonds and the bonding topology determine the atomic
structure of a binary alloy. As a representative of the

alloys we have investigated the composition depend

ence of E0 in bulk AsxSel_x glasses using PA technique.

4.2 PHOTOACOUSTIC SPECTRA OF AsxSel_x GLASSES

AsxSel_x glasses can be prepared easily over
a wide range of composition. The crystallization process
in this system is so slow as to allow preparation by cool
ing from melt at relatively low rate. For the present
investigations bulk AsXSel_x (0.10 Q x Q 0.50) glasses
have been prepared by the usual melt quenching technique
similar to that used for AIVBVI alloys (see chapter 3).
The amorphous nature of the samples are checked by X—ray
diffractometry.

As described in chapter 3, the room temperature
PA spectra have been recorded by plotting the variation
of the normalized PA signal amplitude as a function of
wavelength of the incident radiation. The PA spectra for

AsxSel_x samples so obtained are plotted in Figs.4.l, 4.2
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and 4.3. As has already been discussed in the previous
chapter, these spectra give information about the optical
absorption characteristics of the samples in the funda
mental absorption edge region. The PA spectra saturate

for photon energies h\J > E0 where BO is the optical energy
gap. The slope of the exponential edge region of the
spectra are not found to vary appreciably with composition
over this fairly wide composition range.

4.3 VARIATION OF E0 WITH COMPOSITION

The optical energy gap E0 of each sample is deter
mined from the PA spectrum as the photon energy above which

the normalized PA signal amplitude saturates. The measured
values are in good agreement with the results for those
compositions on which the energy gap data are available

[206]. The variation of E0 with composition parameter
x is shown in Fig.4.4. Prom this figure it can be seen
that the value of E0 is close to that of amorphous Se
( 2,’ 2eV) for small concentrations of As and decreases as

x increases. It has a minimum value at x = 0.4 = xc compo
sition which corresponds to the formation of the stoichio

metric compound As2Se3. At this composition the network
is formed by fully connected As(Se%)3 pyramidal structural
units with minimum number of homopolar bonds. For all
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nonstoichiometric glasses, the short range order is related
to "that of the stoichiometric glasses with two-fold co
ordinated Se atoms and three-fold coordinated As atoms.

For x 4 xc the chemical order is maintained for arsenic
atoms, each of which is bonded to three Se atoms. The
compositional variability is achieved by the Se atoms each
of which is bonded to two Se atoms (as in a-Se) or to one
Se and one As. For pure Se the network dimensionality
is one and the structural elements are extended chains.
Some rings of Se atoms interspersed between the chains
may also be present. In Se rich glasses the network is
dominated by Se atom chains and the introduction of three
fold coordinated As atoms produces branching or crosslink
ing between Se chains. with this crosslinking the topo

logically linear (Se)n chains are interconnected at irre
gular intervals to form large and more highly connected
structures. The connectivity changes with the concentra
tion of crosslinking constituent and the number of dis
connected individual molecular units drops sharply as the
separate units link up. The crosslinking by three coordi
nated As atoms continue until x = 0.4 is reached where

fully connected glass with As(Se1/2).3~w».~astructural units are
formed. Beyond this the network can contain other basic

structural units like As4Se4.
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The energy gap and related optical properties
are closely related to the nature of bonding between atoms
and the short range order existing in the system because
the electronic band structure is formed by the superposition
of the molecular orbital states of the constituent bonds.

In AsxSel_x, depending upon time composition, the valence
band its constituted by the lone-pair band associated with
Se or .As and the antibonding band forms the conduction
band. The variation of physical properties with composition
and time topological aspects of tine glass forming tendency
[173] can be discussed in terms of the average coordination
number m. Taking the coordination numbers of As and Se
as three and two respectively, m values for all compositions
are determined using egn.(3.3). For the compositions we
have studied, m lies in the range 2.1 S m $ 2.5 with
In = 2.4 for x == 0.4 at which the As2Se3 glass is formed.
The values of m and E0 for various compositions of AsxSel -x
glasses are given in Table 4.1.

According to the chemically ordered network (CON)

model the AsxSe1_x system contains only fully coordinated
As—Se bonds at x = xc = 0.40 [l90]. For x 4 xc the system
contains As—Se and Se—Se bonds whereas for x > xc As—Se
and As—As bonds are present. The bond counting statistics
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Table 4.1: Average coordination number anui optical energy
gap of AsxSel_x glasses.

Composition m EO(eV)
As0.10seo.9o 2'10 1'93

.20AsO.2OSeO_8O 2 1.87
AsO.25SeO_75 2.25 1.83
AsO.3OSeO.7O 2.30 1.80
AsO.35SeO.65 2.35 1.77
AsO.4OSeO.6O 2.40 1.75
AsO.45SeO.55 2.45 1.76
AsO.5OSeO_5O 2.50 1.79
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for CON model is given in Fig.4.5 [l90]. However, certain
amount of homopolar bonds are possible even at the stoichio—

metric composition. The bond energies of As-As, As-Se
and Se—Se bonds are 43.4, 44.96 and 44 KCal/mole respect
ively [l9l]. Since these values are very close, it is
rather difficult to explain the observed variation of Bo
with x on the basis of CON model. It appears that the
increase in network disorder associated with the deviation

from stoichiometry has the effect of increasing E0 by push
ing the mobility edge further into the bands.

White [213] has developed a random network model

[55] for amorphous alloys which characterizes their' band
structure in terms of tight binding matrix elements [74]
and applied this model to the As-Se system. The lone pair
electrons play an important role in determining the proper
ties of this system [l82,l86]. Unlike in AIVBVI systems
where group IV atom does not have lone pair electrons,
in As—Se both the constituents do have lone pair electrons.
For As there are three bonding and one lone pair orbitals.
Se atom has tun: bonding and two lone pair orbitals. The
optical energy gap for As-Se glasses across the entire
composition range will be associated with lone pair to
antibonding transition. Therefore the variation of BO
with x is attributed to the interaction involving lone
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pair electrons. Band structure calculation by White [213]
using relatively small number of tight binding matrix
elements for As-Se glasses yield a local minimum in the

gap in the vicinity of the composition As2Se3 because the
bottom of the conduction band is driven upward in energy
at the Se—rich end due to the Se lone pair.

Molecular cluster model based on the formation

of partially polymerized clusters [59] is found to be
suitable for describing the structure of covalent network
glasses. According to this tfiua cluster surface plays an
important role :h1 determining the~ glass forming tendency
and the final structure. The chemical order of the network
is intrinsically broken while clusters are formed and the
number of wrong bonds are not zero at the stoichiometric
composition. D1 As-Se systan the presence of wrong bonds
at the stoichiometric composition may be reducing the ave
rage bond energy and this is reflected in the composition
dependence of the energy gap.

Phillips et al [214] have constructed a molecular

model for As2Se3 based on chemically ordered raft structure,
similar to that of GeSe2, starting from basic ring of
C—As2Se3 which is alternating As6Se6 units. In GeSe2
the structure of the raft is conformationally unique while
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in As2Se3 there are at least four distinct conformers whose
statistical weights vary with pseudobinary alloying and
temperature. This raft model explains well the anomalies
in the temperature and pseudobinary alloying dependence
of diffraction data, anomalies in Raman scattering etc.
The strong inter cluster interactions present in the system
are mediated by nonbonding lone pair electrons. The valence

band spectra of As, Se and As2Se3 indicate that they have
bonding electrons at low energies compared to the lone
pair electrons. Vfiuni the lone pair electrons are arranged
in layers the nonbonding interaction is maximised. This
increases the width of the lone pair band and reduces the
effective energy gap.



Chapter 5

COMPOSITION DEPENDENCE OF THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY

IN AIVBVI AND AVBVI syswsns-—x - l—x -—-x-1-x-i-—

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Thermal diffusivity o(s, although a derived chara
cteristic of a substance, is of direct importance in heat
flow studies as it determines the rate of periodic or trans
ient heat propagation through a medium. Because of its
controlling effect and common occurrence in thermal condu
ction problems its determination is often necessary and
a knowledge of the thermal diffusivity can be used to cal
culate time thermal conductivity. Thermal diffusivity' is
the ratio of the thermal conductivity to the specific heat
and density of the material and has dimensions (1ength)2 x
(time) 1.

Experimental methods for determining the thermal
transport properties of materials can be conveniently
divided into three broad categories, steady state tempera
ture methods, transitory temperature methods auni periodic

138
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temperature methods [2l5]. Although thermal conductivity
and thermal diffusivity are directly related, the measure
ment of these two parameters are made by completely differ
ent experimental techniques. Thermal conductivity when
measured directly knr a steady state method, requires the
measurement of ea thermal flux and ea temperature gradient.
Thermal diffusivity requires the measurement of the time
for a thermal disturbance to propagate to a known distance.
This points out the importance of thermal diffusivity
measurements because lengths and time intervals can be
measured more easily and accurately than heat fluxes and
temperature gradients. In the transient heat flow nmwhod
an addition or removal of thermal energy from the sample

will induce a transitory temperature change and (XS is
determined from a measurement of the temperature as a fun
ction of time at one or more points along the sample.
In periodic temperature methods the thermal energy supplied
to the sample is modulated at a fixed period. Consequently
the temperatures at all points in the sample vary with
the same period and (XS is then determined from the measure
ments of the amplitude and phase of thermal wave in the
sample.

The use of periodic method for measuring ¢xs
has increased greatly in recent years due to the realization
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of the advantages of nonsteady state methods. Most of
the methods, used in time resolved temperature measurement

techniques for determining cxs, are based on the original
wrvttk carried out by Angstrom [216] and its modification

by King [217] and Albeles et al [2l8]. Developments of
time resolved methods for measuring thermal diffusivity
have been reviewed by Touloukian et al [2l9]. In these
mmthods the variation of sample temperature is usually
sensed by thermocouples. The use of radiation whose ampli
tude varies sinusoidally with time to produce periodic
heating at the front surface of ea small plate has been
prcposed by Becker [220] for measuring (XS of semiconducting
s'a"n¢ples. Davis et al [221] irradiated GaAs sample with
chopped light that contained wavelengths on both sides
of the optical absorption edge for determining the thermal
diffusivity.

The PA technique, which belongs to the gmniodic
heat flow method, can effectively be used for studying
fihe thermal properties such as thermal diffusivity, thermal
conductivity, specific heat etc. of gases, liquids and
snlids. This is possible because the PA signal is directly
rmlated tx> the thermal diffusion processes in time sample,
backing material and the gas medium and the consequent
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dependence of the PA signal on the thermal properties of
these materials. The method enables one to measure in
directly and with high sensitivity the surface temperature
of the sample by noncontact means. This technique has
been utilized for measuring the thermal diffusivity of
a wide variety of samples ever since Rosencwaig and Gersho
formulated their theory of PA effect [95] based on thermal
diffusion characteristics. Adams and Kirkbright have used
the PA method [133] to obtain the thermal diffusivity values
of copper and glass using rear surface illumination tech
nique in which an opaque surface is illuminated and the
PA signal is transferred through a thin copper or glass
layer to the gas within a gas-microphone PAS system. They
also measured the thermal diffusivities of polymer films
deposited on copper substrates [222]. In 1982 Charpentier
et al [223] studied the theoretical and experimental pro
blems which are encountered when PA technique is used.
They presented a frequency analysis of the PA signal for
the determination of thermal diffusivity by extending the
RG theory. An account of the mechanical vibrations of
the sample due to its periodic dilation (drum effect) has
also been discussed by these authors. Yamashita et al
[224] used PA technique to obtain the thermal conductivity
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and thermal diffusivity of CdIn2S4 semiconductor and Zammit
et al [225] reported the determination of optical and ther
mal parameters in ion implanted Si and GaAs layers as a
function of implantation dose. An approach which uses
a lateral heating source for the sample was proposed for

PA determination of .45 of solids by Cesar et al [226].
PA measurements of the thermal diffusivity and thermal
conductivity of thin film optical coatings are described
by Swimm [227]. The thermal properties of bulk polymers
have also been determined using this technique [l58,228].
Lachaine [229] made an extensive study of the variation
of PA signal phase with different sample thickness and
could obtain the thermal parameters of lead samples.

5.2 OUTLINE OF THE THEORY

The RG theory of the PA effect [95] and the later
refinements to this theory [lO6,23O] show that the pressure

variations produced in the PA cell in the case of an opti
cally opaque sample depends on the thermal diffusivity

Ks of the sample. According to RG theory the complex
envelope of the sinusoidal pressure variations in the PA
cell can be written as (chapter l)

AP = ‘AP’ exp(—i¢) (5.1)
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The explicit formula for AP is

AP


= f F107/P, _ AU;-|)(b+|)e -(1-,,)(b-1)e +2(b-1)e
2J'£T,,k$£9a9(p=_¢;=) (9+\)(b+,)e°"$._.(9-,)(,,-->é°"*

(5.2)

where P is the optical absorption coefficient, IO is the
incident light flux, ‘{ is the ratio of specific heats of
air, Po is the ambient pressure, To is the ambient tempera
ture, ks is the thermal conductivity of the sample, £9
is the length of the air column in the PA cell, ag is the
thermal diffusion coefficient of air and as is the sample
thickness.

Also,
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kb and kg are the thermal conductivities of backing material
and air respectively and ab and ag are the corresponding
thermal diffusion coefficients. Thermal diffusion length

rs of the sample is given by

-/

~s= <2;-@>’= >"“ = 2%;

'\.
Iv

where f is the chopping frequency.

Now; (j"§,0S :: (I-+1.)-I5 (5.8)
/-‘s

and F = 1g-E (5.9)
Starting from RG theory the amplitude and phase with respect
to a thermally thick reference for an optically opaque
sample under front surface illumination geometry has been
expressed in a different form by Charpentier et al [223]
and Bennett and Patty [Z31]. Expression for AP in eqn.
(5.2) can be rewritten as

r r|—(Y+|)(b-l)C3-F595 + Z(b-1)€_B05 T 1
_BIa7/Q  y :._ ('7-|)(b-H) QQT; (1-|)(b+\)Q°3lsJ k

2'62-T° k$Q9a9(p2‘°_52)) l1'9+I)(b+')€63fS K (9-')(l>-|)e'°31‘ -T N

L_(-1-|)(b+a)e‘3T* (_-r—1)(t>+|) e"3Ts_J J

(5.10)
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Substituting for r, b, q-5,05 etc. and rearranging, one can
rewrite above equation as

AP -.-. A 11- e’é“‘ +2Ré“" cos(2x)]' * j F‘ (5.11)
I2 [(|-R2 e"41)2 + 4&2 e"“ sih2(2x)_] /7’

where

A = Q’)/1°93‘/.079 (5.12)
Q37o'<5J-°_Z;,

(5.13)
1 =. L. TI’. (Li )/J5 'f¢

and the thermal wave reflection coefficient R is given
by

R = -1:-Q-— (5.14)

I
Q

Here d is the ratio of the effusivities of the backing

material éb and the sample 85 given by

‘I2

d :._ E19,. -_= ikb &C§ (5.15)es ks Q5 CS
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where es and CS are density and specific heat of the sample
and Qb and Cb are those of the backing material. The
corresponding expression for the phase A¢ (with respect
to a thermally thick reference) is given by

._- ' )tan(A¢) - _2R S'n(21 (5.16)
e'2Z__ R2 8-Z1

S.ince as : Bi ’ (5.17)

M—§
(3

VI

d can be written as

4 1" -kb F5 (5.18)
‘<5 f7-7.

The signal depends upon the modulation frequency through

the product q—s[s which can be written using eqn.(5.7)
and (5.8) as

q-EQS : (\'\‘i)\(7‘+/46. (5.19)
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where the characteristic frequency fc is defined by

2= (Xfc 5/Q5 (5.20)
Therefore kwr determining time characteristic frequency' fc,
the thermal diffusivity o(s of the sample can easily be
calculated.

5.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The theoretical formulations presented above
account for the chopping frequency dependence and the effect
of the backing material on the PA signal phase and ampli
tude. For a thermally thick sample the thermal diffusion
length is confined within the sample for the entire chop
ping frequency range. Consequently the thermal wave refle
ction coefficient R = O. However, when the sample is ther
mally thin the heat generated in the sample is propagated
through the sample into the backing material which is ther

mally thick. Since thermal diffusion length F5 decreases
as the chopping frequency increases, by properly choosing

the sample thickness .05 it is possible to find out the
characteristic frequency fc, above which the PA signal
is independent of the effect of backing material.
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The details of the measurement of thermal diffusivity of
chalcogenide glasses at room temperature are presented below.

We have measured the thermal diffusivity in several

compositions of GexTel_x (0.15 $ x £ 0.28), SiXTel_x
(0.10 é X Q 0.28) and GexSel_x (0.10 é. X é. 0.38) samples

IV VI
belonging to the Ax Bl_x family and in AsxSel_x(0.l0gx£0.50
and AsxTel_x (0.25 Q x _é_ 0.55) samples belonging to the
AVBVIX 1_x family. The samples are prepared by melt quenching
technique. The experimental set up used for these measurements
is same as that described in Chapter 2. Since the wavelength

of the light beam is so chosen that h1!>EO, the sample can
be considered as optically opaque. For these measurements
disc type samples having appropriate thickness are prepared
by hand lapping and polishing such that the characteristic
frequency at which a crossover from a thermally thin to a
thermally thick regime takes place as the chopping frequency
is increased, lies well within the operation frequency
range of our spectrometer. Typical sample thickness
is in the range 100-300 Pm. The thickness of each sample
used for measurements is tabulated in Tables 5.1 and
5.2. The prepared sample is fixed on a thermally thick
backing material which is either topper or aluminium
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disc: in our experiments, ensuring proper thermal contact
and is placed in the room temperature PA cell for measure
ments using front surface illumination. The front surface
illumination geometry used in the experiment is shown in
Fig.5.l.

The characteristic frequency fc is determined
by measuring the variation of PA signal amplitude and phase
with chopping frequency. For this first of all the ampli
tude of the PA signal for a thermally thick reference sample
(thickness 2&1 mm) is measured as a function of the chopping
frequency f. This reference sample is thermally thick
in the entire chopping frequency range used in the measure
ments. Then the variation of PA amplitude with f for the
experimental sample cflf appropriate thickness its measured.
The log-log plot of the PA amplitude versus chopping fre

quency for all the GexTel_x, SixTel_x, GexSe1_x, AsxSe1_x
and AsXTel_x samples are given in Efigs.5.2 tx> 5.11. The
correspondimg plots for thermally thick reference samples
are also given in these figures. From the figures it can
be seen that the plots for the reference sample are straight
lines with slope '::.¢ -l. This is in agreement with the

RG theory [95] for an optically opaque (  << Q5 ) and
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thermally thick (/As < as: /Us >  sample. In the case
of thin samples the slope of the amplitude versus chopping
frequency plot changes from that of the reference sample
at the characteristic frequency. Thus the determination

of fc from the amplitude versus frequency plots can easily
be done. For f > fc the thermal diffusion length is con
fined within the sample itself and thus the amplitude versus
chopping frequency plot is similar to that of the reference

sample. For f 4 fc the sample is thermally thin and heat
flow takes place to the backing material. The effect of
the backing material produces a change in slope. Once

fc is determined the thermal diffusivity car. be calculated
using the formula (XS = fcQi.

Characteristic frequency can also be determined
from the variation of the phase of PA signal with chopping
frequency. In order to eliminate nonsample parasite phase

variations, the phase ( ¢1 ) as a function of frequency
for a thermally thick reference sample (R = O) is measured.

The sample phases ( ¢2 ) are then subtracted from these
phases to obtain A¢ as A¢= ¢l — ¢2. A¢ becomes zero for
f > fc. The values of fc determined in this way agrees
well with those obtained from amplitude measurement.
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The sample thickness, characteristic frequency,
thermal diffusivity and average coordination number for all

the AivB\l,_{x glasses and AXBZIZX glasses studied are given
in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 respectively.

5.4 VARIA"ION OF THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY WITH COMPOSITION

The variation of thermal diffusivity (XS as a fun
ction of the composition parameter x for three systems of

glasses namely, GexTel_x (0.15 Q x Q 0.28), SixTel_x
(0.10 5 x Q 0.28) and GexSel_x (0.10 Q x é 0.38) are given
in Figs.5.l2, 5.13 and 5.14 respectively. For the GexTel_x
and SixTel_x glasses, in the range of compositions studied,
it is found that (XS has a maximum value at x = 0.20. For
GeXSel_x glasses in which measurements are taken upto
x = 0.33, (XS shows a peak value at the stoichiometric
composition x = 0.38 while a discontinuous change is
observed around x = 0.2. The variations in (XS with x can
be related to the changes in the short range order taking
place in the glass network with the increase in the
concentration of group IV element as described in

Chapter 3. The stable structure based on the AB4 tetrahedral
units formed at x = 0.2 in these systems offers relat
ively small resistance to the propagating thermal waves,
since the system contains small amount of disorder
at this composition compared to other compositions. In
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The average coordination number nu sample thick
ness Qs, characteristic frequency 1%: and thermal
diffusivity<Xs of various compositions of GexTel_x,
SiXTe1_x and GexSel_x glasses.

Composition m ,@s(f1m) fc(Hz)
2 2

o(sxlO cm /
sec.

BT60

5Teo

2Te0
0Teo
7Te0G Te5 0

2.56
2.50
2.44
2.40
2.34
2.30

200
200

200
250
200
150

49

63

78

61

45

42

1.96
2.52
3.12
3.81
1.80
0.95

S1 Te8 0S1 Te5 0
S1 Te .782 0

oTeo
7Te0
5Teo

oTe0

2.56
2.50
2.44
2.40
2.34
2.30
2.20

200
250
200
300
250
250
250

95

78

143
72

90
74

47

3.8
4.9
5.7
6.5
5.6
4.6
2.9

sseo
3s%.67
sseoGe Se5 0Ge Se0 0Ge Se5 0Ge Se0 0

2.76
2.66
2.56
2.50
2.40
2.30
2.20

120

120
80

100
120

100
100

76

104

140

92

67

82

71

1.1
1.5

0.90
0.92
0.96
0.82
0.71
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The average coordination number nu sample thick
ness .Qs, characteristic frequency fa: and thermal
diffusivity¢Xs of various compositions of AsxSel_x
and AsxTel_x glasses.

Composition m s( m) fc(Hz) <Xsx1O 2cm2/
sec.

oseo
As Se0 0
As Se5 0
As 0Se0.70
As Se5 0

0560.60
As Se5 0

0580.50

2.10

2.20

2.25

2.30

2.35

2.40

2.45

2.50

90

90

90

100

100

110

110

110

0.38

0.57

0.68

0.76

0.82

0.84

0.81

0.77

As Te5 0
As Te0 0

5Te0

As 0Te0.e0
5Te0

As Te5 0

2.25

2.30

2.35

2.40

2.45

2.55

110

100

110

120

110

110

0.72

0.85

0.93

1.08

1.04

0.96
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the case of GexSel_x glasses the maximum in (XS occurs
at x = 0.33 which corresponds to chemical threshold for
this system.

The variation of (XS for AsxSel_x (0.l0$x£0.50)
and AsxTel_x (0.25 5 x é-_ 0.55) smples with the composition
parameter x are given in Fig.5.l5 and 5.16 respectively.

In both these systems o(s has a maximum value at x = 0.4
at which the stoichiometric compound AXBXI is formed as
described in chapter 4. The disorder which causes the
scattering of thermal phonons is minimum at this composi
tion in these glasses. Disorder in the network increases
as the value of x is varied from that corresponding to
the compound composition, thus decreasing the thermal diffu

sivity.

In the next chapter a more rigorous discussion

on the variation of (XS with x, which shows maxima at compo
sitions having average coordination m = 2.4 (x = 0.2 forIV VI V VI
Ax B1 X systems and x = 0.4 for AxBl X systems) for all
the five groups of samples are presented based on the
constraints theory and the idea of rigidity percolation
in these random networks.
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Chapter 6

RIGIDITY PERCOLATION AND THRESHOLD THERMAL CONDUCTION IN

BINARY CHALCOGENIDE RANDOM NETWORKS

6.1 IKIRODUCTION

Percolation ideas have been applied to several
different physical phenomena [232]. In recent years there
has been a great deal of interest in the elastic and vibra
tional properties of random percolating systems [233-238].
These studies deal with problems related to elastic pro
perties of random networks near percolation transitions.
Kantor and Webman [234] studied the macroscopic elastic
modulii of ani elastic percolating network in the cxdtical
region using ea microscopic elastic Hamiltonian which con
tains the bending energy term and concluded that the elastic
behaviour of a percolating network with local bending
elasticity is characterized by a different critical exponent
than that of the related conductivity problem. Bond per
colation on elastic networks involving nearest neighbour
forces studied by numerical simulations by Feng and Sen
[233] also indicate ea value for time elastic critical
exponent higher than that cflf the corresponding electrical

171
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conductivity exponent. They pointed out that the per—

colation threshold for central forces pa is much larger
than pc, the threshold for scalar percolation such as
charge percolation. For nearest neighbour central forces,
Feng, Thorpe and Garboczi [235] showed, using effective
medium theory, that

pd = dpc (6.1)
where d is the dimensionality of the space in which the
network is embedded. Similar effective medium theories
for scalar problems have shown that [239]

_ 2PC - E (6.2)
so that,

E= 6.3pa ( )2

where 2 is the coordination number. The vector percolation
threshold is much larger than the scalar one because many
connections .h1 the network produce zero edastic restoring
forces.

According to Phillips theory [l73,l96,24O] of
non—equilibrium network glass formation, the glass forming
composition is optimized mechanically by equating the number
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of force field constraints which are intact at glass transi
tion to the number of atomic degrees of freedom. Later
Thorpe [241] showed that in the ranger of glass forming
compositions the system contains both rigid and floppy
regions, the later being associated with soft vibrational
modes stabilized on'y by broken or ineffective force field
constraints such as Van der Waals forces between chains.

A linear increase in the elastic constants in glass alloys
with increase in the number of force field constraints
has been predicted by several workers [235,242].

A clear understanding cflf the mechanical critical
behaviour ixi a system close txv configurational equilibrium
depends on the experimental evidence for the same. There
has been a number of experimental evidences for the exist
ence of ea critical composition at EH1 average coordination

mc in several chalcogenide glasses. The experimental evi
dences for vibrational thresholds near critical average
coordination Jhi alloy network glasses fun; been reviewed
and discussed previously by Phillips [236]. The composition

dependence of acoustic attenuation and velocity in GexSel_x
and GexS l_x glasses measured by Gilroy and Phillips [243]
exhibit a low temperature peak in the attenuation for
x = 0.2 and 0.33. The composition dependence of several

narrow' Raman bands zhi GexSe1_x glass alloys have been
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measured by Murase et al [244]. They have reported a dis
continuity near x = 0.2 composition corresponding to a
Raman shift of ¢Su)',=.' 3 cm_l. The infrared transverse and

longitudinal optic spectra of GexSel_x glasses reported
by Murase and Fukunaga [245] indicate a softening of the
L0 peak with a threshold at x = 0.2. Since the L0 mode
inVOlVeS l0fl9 rangecmmlomb interactions it is more sensi
tive~ to network stiffening than other modes. ‘The high
pressure electrical resistivity measurements reported by

Asokan et al [166] on SixTe1_x glasses show that they under
go discontinuous changes in electrical resistivity, transi
tion pressure and activation energy again at the x = 0.2
composition. The As-Se alloys are mechanically most stable
at x = 0.4 which is evident from the deep minimum in the
glass transition width at this composition in the specific
heat curves cflf these alloys [2l2,246,247]. The width of
the specific heat peak at x = 0.4 is twice as narrow as
at x = 0.30 or 0.50. The composition dependence of the
glass transition temperature [211] auni optical properties
[207] in this system also indicate the existence of critical
composition at x = 0.4. The results on the thermal diffu

sivity measurements on AivBXIx and AXBYIX glasses presented
in the previous chapter also give a clear experimental
evidence for the critical behaviour in these systems,
as is demonstrated in this chapter.
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The constraints theory [173] and the ideas of
rigidity percolation [241] have been used to explain the
existence of critical composition in chalcogenide network
glasses. Even though the percolation models stress only
acoustic mode thresholds, experiments seem to indicate
that related thresholds are present in Raman active optic

modes as well. Pressure dependence of the Al modes [245]
suggests that application of external pressure to an over
constrained network at first compresses only the floppy
regions, but then at a critical pressure it begins to con
vert the floppy regions into rigid ones.

6.2 TOPOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE GLASS NETWORK

Phillips [173] introduced an atomic model which
considered the glass transition as a network phenomenon,
governed by topological considerations, to predict the
glass forming tendency as a function of composition. It
has been shown that compositional dependence of the glass
forming tendency in chalcogenide alloys depends primarily
on short range order which is determined by the bond stre
tching and bond bending interactions. The interactions
function as mechanical constraints in the system and the
ideal glass is formed when these constraints are equal
to the number of degrees of freedom at a critical average
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coordination number mc. When the average coordination
number m 4 mc, the network is underconstrained and tends
to disintegrate into nonpolymerized fragments. For small

positive values of (mc-m) the fragments retain their three
dimensional character, but further increase in (mc—m) pro
duces dimensional cQntractiOn, first to quasi planar
crossed chains and finally tx> quasi linear chain bundles.

when m > mc the network is overconstrained. Then the inter
atomic interactions can be separated into intact and broken
constraints. The transition from tine intact constraints
to broken constraints can be explained on the basis of
molecular cluster formation [240].

Thorpe [241] described the glassy network in
terms of its rigidity. He pointed out that a network con
sisting of long polymer chains is different from a network
describing an amorphous solid as far as its rigidity is
concerned. The former cxni be deformed easily whereas the

later is rigid. The number of ways MO in which the network
can be continuously deformed with no cost in energy is
equivalent txn the number of zero frequency modes. For
low average coordination number m the network is a polymeric

glass in which the rigid regions are isolated. As the
mean coordination increases, these rigici regions increase
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in volume until at In = mc ea percolation transition takes
place to a rigid network or amorphous solid. This is shown
schematically in Fig.6.l. It is the percolation of rigidity
that drives the transition. Mean field theory predicts
that such a transition takes place at m = mc = 9.4 [24l].
In general the number of zero frequency modes Mo is given
by the difference between the number of degrees of freedom
and the number of linearly independent constraints. Consi
dering linearly independent bond bending and bond stretching

constraints Thorpe showed tfimn; Mo ‘tends to zerg at
m = m = 2.4.c

6.3 THRESHOLD BEHAVIOUR AND CONSTRAINTS IN THE

GLASS NETWORK

Threshold behaviour ix: thermal conduction exhi

bited by the AiVB¥Ex and AXBXEX glasses can be attributed
to the mechanical stiffening of the glass network at the

critical composition xc due to the threshold percolation
of rigidity and the corresponding threshold in the internal
stress. Because of the random nature of the network, it
can be thought of as a twp pmase material with floppy and

rigid regions. If NCON is the number of interatomic force
field constraints per atom and Nd the number of vector
degrees of freedonn per atom, the ‘material will txa rigid
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if NCON'> Na which corresponds to the rigidity percolation.
Within the framework of the effective medium theory [235,
241] the number of cyclical zero frequency modes per atom
is given by

f = Nd ' Ncou if Nd) Ncow
(6.4)

= 0 if Nd<NCON

If p is the bond occupation probability and pa the per
colation threshold of ;> for central forces, then for
NCONI> Nd, the elastic constants C scale with p-Qx as

fC "\/(P-Pu) O‘
with fO( = l.O. If we include both central bond stretching
and rotationally invariant bond bending forces, the con
straints theory can be used to derive expression for the
corresponding threshold in bond occupation probability

pap as follows.

The number of constraints associated with the

0(bond stretching anui P bond bending forces can be written
as

\

rx PNCON - N + N (6.6)
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If 2 is the coordination number, then

N°‘<z> = a Z (6.7)
and Np(d;) = %(d-l)(2z—d)

where <3 is the dimensionality cm? the lattice. Obviously
all atoms with z Q d-2 must be eliminated which only means
that the dangling bonds must not be considered in the eva
luation of force constants in ea three» dimensional glass
network. When each kxnui is present with probability p
then

NcON(p) = N“(pz) + Np(d,pz) (6.8)

and Phillips glass forming condition [173] which determines

pap in mean field theory becomes

pdpz + (d-l)(2pa‘pz-d) = 2d (6.9)
However, when only the bond stretching forces are considered
we will get

pcxz = 2d (6.10)
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Phillips and Thorpe [242] have computed pap for a number
of well known lattices. A striking feature of relation
(6.9) is that the threshold positions are independent of

the strengths of O< and [B . This means that as P-—-> O,
C(p) consists of two parts given by

C(p) = PCl(p—pdP)4°‘P +o(C2(P'P0()¥“ (6.11)

with fa ’:-’.. 1.0. Numerical simulations [233,248,249] show

that fa; is greater than 2 in two dimensions.

The value of pap in a percolative model of a
noncrystalline alloy is rather straight forward [l73,24O].

Assume that the binary alloy AxBl_x have coordination number

2A and 2B and that the network contains ffactigns fAA, fAB
and 2fAB (with fAA + fBB + 2fAB = 1) of chemical bonds
arranged consistent with x, 2A and 2B in such a way as
to maximize fAB, i.e. to maximize the chemical order.
If the fractions of occupied bonds are pAA, pBB and
pAB = {pi} and if both o( and p forces are present for all
three types of bonds then a linear superposition in mean
field theory gives

NCON(x'{p)) = xN2ON({p)) + (1-X)NgON “pp

(6.12)
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with
f\l

NgON({p)) - N“(zA) + NpKd,E;) (6.13)

and a similar expression holding good for NEQN with N“
and NP given by (6.7)

Here

3» : zA[fAApAA + fABpABA [f + f ] (6.14), AA AB
FY

and a similar expression for 2B. Putting NCON = d we obtain

"' 1 "’— a (615)xzA + ( —x)zB - ZdB( ) .
For a three dimensional network one obtains

z“P(3) = 2.4 (6.16)
For AIVBVI and AVBVI alloys time average cox 1-x x l—x

ordination number m <xn1 be determined knowing the coordi

nation numbers ZA and 2B of elements A and B respectively
using the expression [192]

m = xzA + (l—x)zB (6.17)
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The values of m for various compositions of all the glasses
belonging to the five groups of alloys described in chapter
5 have been calculated. The average coordination number
m is 2.4 corresponding to the composition at which threshold
maxima Jhi thermal diffusivity occur IU1 all these svstems.
See figures 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 for the Ge—Te, Si-Te and
Ge—Se systems and figures 5.15 and 5.16 for the As-Se and
As-Te systems respectively. This value of m is the same

as the value of zap for a three dimensional network. The
value of >< corresponding tn) the critical average coordina

tion is 0.2 for A;vB¥f, glasses and 0.4 for AXBYZX glasses.
The composition for which x = 0.2 corresponds to the form

ation of stable AB4 tetrahedra for AivBVIx glasses whereas1..

in time case of AIBYZX glasses at x == 0.4 stable structure

based on pyramidal A(B%)3 is formed. It is for these compo
sitions \n2 get the threshold peak.:h1 the thermal diffusi
vity/conductivity values. The surprisingly good agreement
of the observed behaviour with the percolation model leads
us to believe that the observed behaviour is a consequence
of the threshold percolation of rigidity in the glass net
work.

The rigidity of the glass forming network can
most usefully be described in terms of the mechanical
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constraints. An ideal glass is one in which the total number
of constraints imposed by the valence forces is equal to
the number of degrees of freedom i.e. NCON = Nd. The two
types of short range order bonding interactions described
by valence force fields (VFF) are, two body central force
0(associated with bond stretching and three body noncentral

forces B associated with bond bending. In the VFF model,
considering an average coordination number rn = zA+(1-x)zB
for ea binary alloy AxBl_x where 2A anni 2B are coordination
numbers of A and B respectively, the number of constraints
per atom as a function of the average coordination number
m is given by

NCON(m) = -21+;-(m-1) (6.18)

Here the first term on the right hand side is associated

with 04 forces and the second term with p forces. Now con

sidering the ideal glass forming conditions NCON = Nd,

for Nd = 3 we get the critical average coordination mc = 2.45.

For the case of AsxSel_x glasses Phillips‘ constraints
counting arguments lead to critical composition and mean
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coordination number as xc = 0.4 and mc = 2.4 respectively.
The corresponding values of xc and mc for GexSel_x glasses
are 0.16 and 2.33 respectively. However, Gilroy and
Phillips [243] pointed cnn: that the number of independent
bond angles is the relevant quantity and for coordination
number m this is (2m—3) rather than m(m-1). With this
modification the ideal glass composition occurs at
x = 0.2 in GexSel_x system. In AsxSel_x glasses the
mechanical and chemical thresholds coincide at x = 0.4

whereas in GexSel_x glasses the mechanical thresholds occur
at x = 0.2 and chemical thresholds at x = 0.33. Our results

seem to be a very good manifestation of the threshold beha

viour exhibited by both AiVB¥EX and AIBEIEX glasses. The
ideal glass formed at m = 2.4 in these systems offer minimum
resistance to thermal waves or the corresponding phonons
and this is consistent with our observations.

According to the mean field model when the network

is slightly underconstrained corresponding to x <.xc, cycli
cal zero frequency vibrational modes are present with their

number going to zero at x == xc [24l]. When fluctuations
and cluster internal surface effects are included a small
number of cyclical modes would be present even at x == xc.
These modes tend to be much more delocalized than modes
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with 0.32 > O [25O]. In any case the number of such modes

would be minimum at x = xc. In the polymeric glass with
the floppy regions dominating compared to rigid ones, the
number of zero frequency modes increases as we go away

from mc towards lower m values. As the mean coordination
m increases, rigid regions increase in volume until at
m = mc a percolation transition takes place to a rigid
network. In the amorphous solid with rigid regions domi
nating finite frequency modes begin to appear as we move

away from mc towards higher side. There seems to be good
agreement between our observations and predictions based
on ideas of rigidity percolation.



Chapter 7

GLASS TRANSITION AND TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THERMAL

DIFFUSIVITY AND ENERGY GAP IN SELECTED A:v§¥ix AND

5X§¥fx GLASSES INVESTIGATED USING

PHOTOACOUSTIC TECHNIQUE

7.1 INTRODUCTION

Even 56 years after Zachariasen published his
classic diffraction paper [53] on the radial distribution

probability in SiO2 glass, our understanding of the glassy
state of solid matter still remains far from complete.
A clear picture of the mechanism of glass transition is
yet to evolve even though substantial amount of experimental
data have accumulated during the past three 1decades. A
lot more experimentation and proper interpretation of data
seem to be necessary to answer several questions connected
with glass transition and the microscopic glass forming
tendency of certain materials.

A liquid undergoes a glass transition into a
state with thermodynamic and elastic properties characteri
stic of ea solid when ii; is supercooled sufficiently fast

187
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and far below its equilibrium freezing temperature without
crystallizing. When the cooling rate is high enough, the

freezing temperature Tf is bypassed and the liquid phase
persists until lower temperature Tg is reached. The liquid
__+<glass transition occurs in a narrow temperature interval

near Tg, the glass transition temperature. As the tempera
ture is lowered below' Tg, time molecular relaxation time
‘Cbecomes very high so that material loses its ability
to rearrange its atomic configuration. The atoms get frozen
into well defined positions which corresponds to the con

figuration they had at Tg.

The process of glass transition involves both
thermodynamical and dynamical features. This is confirmed
by the experimental observations of a jump in specific
heat, viscosity, compressibility, thermal expansion coeffi
cient etc. [3O]. As has been discussed in chapter 6, sub
stantial progress has been made in recent years in relating
the rnicroscopic glass forming tendency with experimental
results on several systems [l73,24O,24l].

The characteristic properties of glass transition
closely resemble ea second order thermodynamic transition
[30]. W%ile- the volume~ V(T) is continuous through the

vicinity of Tg, thermal expansion coefficient O((T) and
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specific heat Cp(T) step up from a low value characteristic
of the glass to a high value characteristic of the liquid,
upon passing through this region. However, these changes
are diffuse, occurring cwer ea small temperature interval
rather than a single sharply definable temperature as in
the case of ea true second order transition. Differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) :hs one of the useful technique
for studying the process of glass formation. DSC traces

show small step at Tg.

The study of the various physical parameters

near the glass transition temperature Tg is very important
to understand the process of glass transition. In this
chapter we demonstrate that PA technique can be effectively
used for studying the cmmical and thermal properties over

a wide range of ‘temperature including Tg. Even though
the use of the PA effect for studying first and second
order phase transitions have been demonstrated by several
authors before [l34,25l-253], not much work on probing
the features of glass transition using this technique has
been reported in literature. [hue to the dependence of
the PA signal on the thermal properties such as specific
heat, thermal expansion and thermal conductivity of the
sample, on going through a phase transition, the PA response
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essentially reflects the thermodynamic changes that are
taking place- in the sample. Therefore- PA studies will
give information about the changes in the thermal properties
of samples at the glass transition temperature, which in
turn can provide valuable information about the mechanism
of this transition. We have used the PA technique to locate

the glass transition temperature Tg in selected chalcogenide
glasses belonging to tine AivB¥Ex and .AIB¥fx systems. and
determined the temperature dependence of the thermal diffu
sivity and optical absorption in them upto temperatures

above their IE. The details of time high temperature PA
cell and the PA set up used for the high temperature studies
have been discussed already in Chapter 2. For the high

temperature studies we have chosen GexSel_X(0.l0 51:50.38)
and AsxSel_x (0.10 5 x 5 0.55) glasses as representativesIV VI V VI .
of the Ax Bl_x and AxBl_X systems respectively.

7.2 DETERMINATION OF GLASS TRANSITION TEMPERATURE

Initially the variation of the PA signal ampli
tude and phase from the samples have been measured as a
function of temperature with white light from the Xe lamp
chopped at a frequency of 22 Hz with the intention of study
ing their variations near the glass transition temperature

Tg. The samples used are thermally thick at this chopping
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frequency so that the thermal properties of time backing
medium do not affect the PA signal.

The temperature dependence measurements have
been done at intervals of 292°C. A temperature controller
was used tn: aid accurate measurements. The heating rate
used is 2.,’ 1°C/min.

The variation of the PA amplitude with tempera

ture for various compositions of AsxSel_x and GexSe1_x
glasses are drawn in Figs.7.l and 7.2 respectively. The
glass transition temperatures of all these glasses are
already known from calorimetric measurements. It can be
seen from these curves that the amplitude starts falling

significantly before» the glass transition temperature Tg
and shows a minimum value at Tg. The temperatures at which
minima ix: PA amplitude occurs coincide vdifix the known Tg
values for all the samples investigated. Therefore we

find that it is possible to locate the Tg from these plots
very easily.

The variations of the PA pmase with temperature
for As Se and Ge Se glasses are drawn in Figs.7.3x l-x x l-x
and 7.4 respectively. The PA phase has a critical maximum

value again at Tg. The agreement between the Tg values
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at which the amplitude exhibits minimum and phase exhibits

maximum is excellent in all the samples. The Tg values
determined in this way do agree very well with the values
determined from calorimetric measurements. fflue fact that

PA amplitude has a critical minimum value at Tg shows that
the sample has minimum thermal diffusivity or maximum ther

mal resistancde at Tg. Cmmsequently it takes longer time
for the generated thermal waves to travel through the sample
and get converted into pressure waves so that the phase

delay is maximum at Tg. As far as we know this is the
first time it is demonstrated that PA technique can be
used to locate glass transition temperatures in glassy
solids.

The composition dependence of Tg in AsxSel_x
glasses determined using PA technique is drawn in Fig.7.5.
The same plot obtained from calorimetric measurements and
reported tn: Myers and Felty [211] is reproduced in the
same figure for comparison. The glass transition tempera

ture is found to be maximum for the AsO.4SeO.6 composition
which is the stable composition mechanically and chemically

in As-Se system. The Tg values of GexSel_x glasses with
0.10 5 x Q 0.25 determined from PA studies are plotted
as a function of composition in Fig.7.6. This does not
show any anomalous change at x = 0.2 which is the mechanical
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threshold for this system. Here also the Tg values deter
mined by the present technique agree well with the reported
data from calorimetric measurements which also does not
exhibit any anomaly at x = 0.2 [l67].

From the investigations on the variation of
PA amplitude and phase as a function of temperature at

different chopping frequencies, it is found that the Tg
measurement by the IU\ method depend slightly cum the chop
ping frequency. The temperature-amplitude plots taken

at three different chopping frequencies on AsO.3SeO_7 sample
are shown in Fig.7.7. The corresponding phase plots are

drawn in Fig.7.8. These plots indicate that Tg shows lower
values at lower chopping frequencies. The Tg values shift
slightly to higher values as the chopping frequency is
increased. Even though these measurements have been carried

out on other samples as well, all the curves are not shown
here as the nature of all of them is about the same. The

slight frequency dependence for the observed Tg values
indicates that the cmmo-thermal-acoustic conversion mecha
nism in PA effect is directly related to the relaxation

occurring at Tg [30] and is getting affected by the repeti
tion rate of the input radiation.
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7.3 VARIATION OF THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY WITH TEMPERATURE

A systematic measurement of the temperature
dependence cflf the thermal diffusivity :h1 various composi

tions of the AsxSel_x and the GexSel_x glasses have been
carried L.Jt using PA technique. The results are presented
for temperatures upto and above glass transition temperature

Tg to bring out the features near Tg. As has been described
in Chapter' 5, thermal diffusivity' CXE5 is determined by
measuring the variation of the PA signal amplitude and
phase as a function of chopping frequency. The samples
are shaped and thinned down to thickness of the order of
0.1 mm by hand lapping and polishing to make them suitable

for determining the characteristic frequency fc above which
the PA signal is independent of the effect of the backing
material. For these measurements the samples are fixed
on a brass disc which acts as a thermally thick backing

medium. For determining fc the PA phase of a thermally
thick reference sample (thickness ¢$ 1 mm) and that of the
experimental sample are measured as a function of the chop

ping frequency. Then fc is obtained as the frequency at
which the diffgfence between these two phases 13¢ tend
to zero.
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The characteristic frequency has also been deter
mined from the frequency-amplitude plot ans the frequency
at which a clear change in its slope takes place. Then
the thermal diffusivity (XS is given by (XS = fcgi where
Es is the sample thickness. In this way the thermal diffu
sivities of different compositions of AsxSel_x and GexSel_x
glasses are determined at various fixed temperatures upto

T > Tg. The temperature has been controlled with the help
of a heater wound around the sample chamber and powered

by a control circuit. The A¢ versus chopping frequency
plots at various temperatures for two representative samples

AsO_25SeO.75 and Geo 2OSeO_8O are shown in Fig.7.9 and Fig.
7.10 respectively.

The corresponding amplitude plots for the same
two samples are shown in Fig.7.ll and 7.12. Similar plots
have been obtained for all the compositions of the two
systems. But all of them are not reproduced here to avoid
repetition. The thermal diffusivity values obtained by
this method are tabulated in Table 7.1.

The variation of the thermal diffusivity as
a function of temperature determined as <described above

for AsxSel_x glasses are shown in Fig.7.l3. It is found
that thermal diffusivity decreases with increase in the
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Table 7.1: Variation of thermal diffusivity QQS with tempera
ture T for As-Se and

in 10'3
T in

Ge-Se glasses.
cm2/sec
°C

Aso.4oSe0.eo

T

°%

100

7.9
150

7.1
170
6.1

188
4.8

200
5.1

220
5.2

As0.25se0.7s
T

“E

50

6.1
100
4.6

114
2.9

130
3.1

150
3.3

As0.3oSeo.7o
T

0%

70
6.4

110
5.3

136
3.6

150
3.7

160
3.6

As0.5oseo.so
T

0%

80

6.4
100

6.0
140
4.6

172

3.6
190
3.5

Aso.45seo.55
T

as

85

6.7
100
6.5

150
4.7

180
4.0

190
4.1

AS0.35Seo.s5
T

°%

60

7.9
100
7.3

158
4.6

170
4.6

180
4.5

Geo.2oSeo.so
T

0%;

100
8.4

150
7.2

177

5.6
200
5.8

Geo.15seo.s5
T

0%

70

7.9
110

6.7
142

4.05
160
4.05

Ge0.1o5eo.9o
T

°%

50

7.0
100
4.5

117

3.2
130 140
3.3 3.3
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temperature and shows a critical minimum value at Tg in
all the samples. A comparison of the composition dependence

of 0(s with that of Tg shows that they are quite similar
for any composition. The ratio (XS/Tg turns out to have
the same value of 0.0025 for all the compositions. Another

important point to be noted in Fig.7.l3 is that at Tg also
the thermal diffusivity is maximum for the stoichiometric

composition AsO.4SeO_6. This is more evident in Fig.7.l4
where we have plotted the thermal diffusivity values at

Tg, namely (XTQ, against the composition parameter x for
AsxSel_x glasses. This plot has nearly the same shape
as at any other temperature below Tg. At all temperatures
T Q Tg , O(s has a threshold maximum value for the stoichio
metric composition with x = 0.4 at which the formation

of stable As2Se3 compound takes place. This suggests that
the arguments presented in the previous chapter based on
the percolation model is valid for all temperatures below
T .

9

In Fig.7.l5 the variation of the thermal diffusi
vity as a function of temperature for three compositions

with x = 0.10, 0.15 and 0.20 of GexSel_x glasses are shown.
Here also vna find that thermal diffusivity has ea minimum

value at Tg for all the compositions studied.
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RG theory predicts that the PA signal for opti

cally opaque (  << I5) and thermally thick (Ius 4 Es;
I15 >  ) samples where .05 is the sample thickness and
£3 is the optical absorption length of the sample, is

proportional to the thermal diffusion length /us of the
sample given by

‘/2 k '/2
/‘s =(.7ir’i?_) =-.  (7.1)

Here ks is the thermal conductivity, Q is the density,
Cp is the specific heat, f is the chopping frequency and

¢>(S=  The fact that PA amplitude has minimum value
at Tg indicates that the sample has minimum thermal diffu—
sivity. As the temperature increases there will be a
decrease in the mean free path due to increase in phonon
collision rates. This in turn reduces the thermal conducti

vity. As Tg, which is the softening temperature, is appro
ached the mean free path is decreased substantially which
retards the thermal transport to the maximum extent as
is evident from Figs.7.13 and 7.15 for As-Se and Ge-Se
glasses respectively. The anomalous increase lfl specific

heat taking place at Tg will also be contributing to effect
a corresponding decrease in thermal diffusivity. Both
these effects, in fact, work in the same direction to make

thermal diffusivity minimum at Tg.
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7.4 VARIATION OF OPTICAL ENERGY GAP WITH TEMPERATURE

We have recorded the PA spectra of AsxSel_x
and GexSel_x glasses at various fixed temperatures by plot
ting the normalized PA signal amplitude as a function of
the incident wavelength at these temperatures. Spectra

have been recorded for temperatures upto T > Tg. The PA
spectra recorded for AsO.25SeO.75 and GeO.1OSeO.9O samples
are shown in Figs.7.l6 and 7.17 respectively. Similar
spectra have been recorded for other samples as well. It
is observed that the exponential absorption edge region
of the spectrum broadens as the temperature is increased
and the rate of this broadening is more for temperatures

larger than Tg. It can be inferred that the disorder indu
ced potential fluctuations increase as temperature increases
and this is getting reflected in the PA spectra. The opti

cal energy gap E20 at various temperatures has been deter
mined for AsxSel_x and GexSel_x glasses from the PA spectra
as the photon energy above which the spectra saturate.

The variations of E30 with temperature for AsxSel_x and
Ge‘ Se1_x glasses are shown in Figs.7.l8 and 7.19 respecti
vely. For all these samples E0 decreases with increase
in temperature and the rate of this decrease is larger

for temperature T > Tg. This agrees with the results
published by previous workers [24,254]. The absence of
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any sharp change in Bo at Tg indicates that at glass tran
sition rnn drastic change in time electronic properties or
band structure do take place.

Dow and Redfield [77] proposed that exponential
edges are due to the electric field induced ionization
of the excitons. The electric field can be caused by ioni
zed impurities, phonons or tn; potential fluctuations. For
larger average electric fields the exponential slope of
the edge is smaller and the edge is broader. At higher
temperatures, phonon induced electric fields will dominate
and the slope of the edge will be temperature dependent.
Thus the electron-phonon interactions play ea major role
in determining the temperature dependent variation of opti
cal absorption.

The observed decrease in BO with temperature
can be explained on the basis of the chemically ordered
network model. For As—Se glasses (nu; can calculate the
average bond energy from the individual bond energies of
Se—Se, As—Se and As-As bonds, which are 44.0, 44.5 and

43.4 KCal/mole respectively. EM) BO, the energy gap, will
be higher when Se concentration is larger. when tempera
ture increases, the average bond energy decreases and
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correspondingly E10 decreases. The above argument cannot
fully be taken for granted because other effects namely
temperature dependence of other parameters such as thermal
expansion, Debye-Waller factor, Debye temperature etc.
also do contribute to the temperature dependence of the
energy gap. The argument based on the CON model gives
the correct sign for the effect.



Chapter 8

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This thesis work has mainly concentrated on the
investigation of the ,optical and thermal properties of
binary semiconducting chalcogenide glasses belonging to

the AivB¥5x and AZBXEX families. The technique used for
these studies is a relatively new one namely, the photo
acoustic (PA) technique. This technique is based on the
detection of aux acoustic signal produced zhw an enclosed
volume when the sample is irradiated by an intensity modu
lated radiation. The signal produced depends upon the
optical properties of the sample, and the thermal properties
of the sample, backing material and the surrounding gas.

For the present studies an efficient signal beam
gas-microphone PA spectrometer, consisting of a high power
Xenon lamp, monochromator, light beam chopper, PA cell
with microphone and lock-in amplifier, has been set up.
Two PA cells have been fabricated: one for room temperature
measurements and another for measurements at high tempera
tures. With the high temperature PA cell measurements
can be taken upto ':=525O°C. Provisions are incorporated

221
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in both the cells to change the volume and to use different
backing materials for the sample. The cells have been
calibrated by measuring the frequency response of the cells
using carbon black as the sample.

The PA spectra of several compositions of GexTel_x

(0.15 5 x 5.0.28), SixTel_x (0.10 5Q x £§ 0.28), GexSel_x
(0.10 é X $0.38) and AsxSel_x (0.10 gx $0.50) glasses,
prepared tnr melt quenching technique, have- been recorded
in the fundamental absorption edge region using the PA
spectrometer. These spectra give information about the
features of optical absorption. The three regions of absor
ption coefficient namely, the power law absorption region,
exponential absorption region and "weak absorption region
are clearly seen ix: the PA spectra. fflue PA technique is
found to be very effective for the study of optical absor
ption of bulk semiconducting glasses. The optical energy

gap E0 of the samples have been determined from the PA
spectra as the photon energy above which the spectra satu

rate. The variation of E0 as a function of composition
for all the groups of samples have been studied. In the
case of AiVB\l’ZX glasses the value of E0 increases with
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increase in the concentration of the group IV element.
But the rate of the increase is small when x > 0.2 and
thus there is a change in slope at this composition. The
average coordination number m corresponding to x = 0.2
for these systems of glasses is 2.4. The results provide
evidence for the existence of stable structures at this

composition based on the formation of AB4 tetrahedral units.
For GexSel_x glasses the values of E0 is found to have
a maximum value at x = 0.33 composition which corresponds
to the stoichiometric composition of this system. From

the variation of E0 with x for AsxSel_x glasses it is found
that E0 has a minimum value at x = 0.4 which again corres—
ponds to the stoichiometric compound composition where

the stable As2Se3 glass is formed. The average coordination
number for this composition is also 2.4. These results
on the variation of BO with x for AivB¥ix and A:B¥Ex glasses
have been explained on the basis of the chemical bonding
and the change in short range order taking place when the
composition is varied.

The thermal diffusivity (XS of GexTel_x, S1xTel_x

and GexSel X glasses belonging to the A?/B family and

><<I|-»<
r-4

»-'5)‘
X

AsxSe1_x and AsxTel_x glasses belonging to the A B _ family have
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been measured again using PA technique. The method involves

the determination of the characteristic frequency fc above
which the sample is thermally thick, by measuring the varia
tion of PA signal amplitude and phase with chopping fre
quency. The measurements are done with samples of appro

priate thickness £5. Then the thermal diffusivity is given
by (XS = fcii. Thus the PA technique provides a simple
and very effective method for determining thermal properties

of bulk semiconducting glasses. The variation of (XS as
a function of the composition parameter has been studied

for all five groups of samples. For IQVBXEX glasses this
variation shows a threshold maximum value at x = 0.2

(m = 2.4) composition. For GexSel_x glasses the value
of (XS shows a maximum value again at x = 0.33. In the
case of A:B\l,_I_x glasses 0(s is found to have a peak value
around the x = 0.4 (m = 2.4) composition. These results
suggests that a stable structure with minimum disorder
is formed when m = 2.4 for these glasses. The glass network
offers minimum resistance to the propagating thermal waves
at this composition. These results on thermal diffusivity
measurements provides a clear evidence for the existence
of critical composition in binary chalcogenide glasses.
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An explanation for the observed behaviour of
thermal diffusivity has been presented on the basis of
constraints theory and the ideas of rigidity' percolation
in random networks. The glass forming composition is opti
mized mechanically by equating the number of force field
constraints which are intact at the glass transition tempe
rature to the number of atomic degrees of freedom. In the
glass forming region the system contains both floppy and
rigid regions. The threshold behaviour in thermal conduct

ion exhibited by A§vB¥Ex and A¥B¥Ex glasses is attributed
to the mechanical stiffening of the glass network at the
critical composition as a result of the threshold percola
tion <mf rigidityu Considering central. bond-stretching and
rotationally invariant bond-bending forces for a binary

alloy system AxB1_x, based on ideas of rigidity percolation
and effective medium theory, tine critical average coordi
nation number m works out to be 2.4 for a three dimensional

random network. This agrees well with our experimental
observations which provide evidence for the existence of

critical composition at x = 0.20 for A?/Bxifx and at
x = 0.4 for AXBXEX glasses. The value of the average co
ordination number turns out to be 2.4 at these critical
compositions for both the systems.
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The use of PA technique for the study of glass
transition has been demonstrated, probably' for' the first

time. The» glass transition temperature fa; of AsxSel_x
and GexSel_x glasses have been determined from the variation
of the PA signal amplitude and phase with temperature.

At Tg the PA amplitude shows a minimun and phase shows
a critical maximum. The glass transition temperature deter
mined in this way compare well with results from calori
metric measurements. The dependence of glass transition
temperature on the chopping frequency seems to provide
information about the relaxation process in the glass.
The variation of o(S and E0 as a function of temperature
have been presented. A significant decrease incXs is found

to occur at fa; in all the samples studied. The variation
of (XS with x has the same general behaviour for all tempe

ratures T 5§ Tg as that at room temperature. Such studies
have not been reported earlier. The results indicate that
the critical composition remains time same and the network
rigidity is kept intact at all temperatures below the glass
transition temperature. The optical absorption is also
found to depend on temperature. The value of E0 decreases
with increase :h1 temperature. The rate cflf decrease is

found to be larger for temperatures T > Tg.

We have made use of the PA technique, which has
become a powerful analytical technique during the last
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10-15 years, for a systematic study of optical and thermal
properties of bulk semiconducting chalcogenide glasses.
It is somewhat difficult to get such informations using
conventional techniques. The fact that several physical
properties related to optical and thermal properties chara
cteristic of time material can be studied, makes it one
of the most versatile techniques. The informations obtained
from the present studies on the composition and temperature
dependence of optical and thermal properties of chalcogenide
glasses provide significant insight intc> the physics of
these materials. Along with conventional calorimetric
methods PA technique can be effectively used to get more
information about the process of glass transition.
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